Auctioneer,

SOUTH PARIS,
Terms Moderate.

^IIIAKLES

i

PARK,

D.

Is eollcltcl.

Attorney at Law,

Norway, Me.

Kyerson Block,

Telephone Connection».

κι'»;κ.

u.

Surgeon Dentist,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

JONES.

'·■ U. P.

Dentist,
MAINE.

NORWAY,
Office Hour*—9 to 13—1 to 4.

r.smith.

y

Attorney at Law,

MAINE.
Collections a Specialty.

NORWAY.

Home Block.

|£Κ

PARK.

It KICK Λ

Attorneys at Law,

MAINS.
Sito» C. Park.

bethel,

A-Mlaon E. Herrlck.

HARLOW.

¥<»HN S.

Attorney at Law,

MAINE

IHXriELI).

^yKlUHTJt

WHEELER.

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

Jame· S.

Alton C. Wheeler.

Wright.

J. H. STUART & CO.,
CIVIL L.NU1NEERS AND SURVEYOKS.
35 High Street, South Paris, Maine.
Maps and Plans made to order.
of
Maps of the tlmberlamls and pocket map»
each county for sale.
(Publishers of the Atlas of Maine.}

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,
14 Main St.,

Me.

Norway,

Hardware, Stoves,
and Ranges.

All Kinds of

Pipe Repairing,

Lead

and Iron.

Telephone 134-11.

I

PARKER'S
hair balsam

and N*aut.f.«j tht MJ.
FruinuU* s h»uii*at fruwtiv.
Never Tail· to Hotor· Gray
to
It· TouthfUl Color.
Hair
Can· tc«lp il imn a h*ir falling.

CImsmi

TEACHEB9.
We want all the teachers we can get. both
sexes, for Kail positions, uugra-le·!, primary,
Stíii'l for circuuur
gronuu ir, &u«l tiíjch schools.
ami register.
Eastern Maine Teachers Agenev,
Stockton Spring», Maine.

J. WALDO NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIC BLOCK,
NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.
HOLLISTCn-S

Rocky Mountain Tea

Nuggets

¿ Deny Medioia· for Bajj People.
Briaga GoIJoa Health and Rene seed Vigor.
A stxviüc r>r Constipation. Indigestion. Live
an>l Kidn<*y Troubles. Pimples. Eczema, Impure
BI ax!. lia I Breath, Munrsh Bowels, Headache
ami Backache. It's Π <cky Mountain Tea iu tabUenuine made by
let form. ?-*» cent a m bo*.
Holmstkr bni-o Company, Madison. Wis.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE

Specialist
Specialist

Fur sixteen year· I have fltte·! Klas*ee to defective eye· au<l nothing elm)—that make· me a
•peclallM. Κ your eye· trouble you In auy way,
ami If you want expert a>lvlce In reganl to the
•ame, come to th* man who 1· a *|>ectall*t, who
iloe·

one

ation·

or

thing only. No charge for eye examinconsultation.

DR. PARMENTER
Ey« Speclallat, Norway, Me. Tel. 18-4.

A Positive
CURE

Ely's Crea· Balm
quickly absorbed.
Cms Relief at One·.
is

It cleanses, soothes
heals (tin! protects
the diseased membrane. It cures Catarrh aiid drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Kent ores the Senses of
Taste and SuielL Full size 50cts.,at Drugmail.
gists or by mail; Trial Size 10 cts. by YorkBrothers, 56 Warren Street. New

Ely

JC85QOOOO

Economy
vs.

Extravagance
On the word of one of the wisphilosophers of the age, you
may set it down as a truth—that
a man can better afford the most

est

economical of extravagances than
the most extravagant of economies.
It'·
wear

Extravagant Economy
your old Glasses if they

to
are

exactly

suited to you.
We can show you whether they
are, and it won't cost you any-

not

thing

to know.

Pleasant Street,

South Paris.

Wanted.
All kinds of

Pulp Wood the

Correspondence

ng year.

com·

solicited.

H. D. COLE,
Bryant'· Pond, Me.

April nth, 1905.

An

WANTED.

experienced

dowels.

man

to

bunch

Must be of good habits and

give good

practical agricultural topic·

Addre·» all communications In-

THE

AROOSTOOK

PARK THK

FARMERS

GROUND, PLANT,

—

PRC-

The

—

Marathon Mystery

FERTIL-

IZK AND CULTIVATE·

tended for this department to Henbt D.
D. E. 8.. Mohawk, Ν. T.: Will some farmer
Hahmohd, Agricultural Kdltor Oxford Demfamiliar with the method· used In Aroostook
ocrat, Parts, lie.
County, Me., pleaae answer through The Tribune farmer, tiia following questions? How deep
Uo
you ploufb your Iíbui aoü do you tell or
Bountiful Crops in New England.
spring plough? Do you plant In rows both ways
or In anile one way; If the latter, h >w far apart
each way? Do vou plant In a deep furrow or
Λ 8KKUINOLY POOR PROMISE FOLLOW- on the surface? Do you use commercial fertilizer of any kind; U so, what kind Is It?
Kt> BY Ι.ΛΒΟΚ YI ΚΙ.I).
REPLY HY H. WALKER MCKEEN, FRYE-

^ Story of Manhattan

agaiust whom there was uotlilují
but the merest, most Intangible susuie,

Ν

By BURTON E. STEVENSON
Author

of

tlolladay

"The

Cat·"

BURG, ME.
Copyright. 1904, by Henry Holt and Company
The growing season in Northern New
the question· of D. E. S.,
Answering
harréate
England has passed and the
in their order, I will say that land for
have been gathered. In many respects
Tremnlne wore a pin with Just aucb
is usually ploughed from six to
potatoes
[CONTIXTJED.]
into
the season of 11)06 will pass
history eight inches deep. By far the larger
an arrangement of stones. One of the
the
as exceptional. In
early spring
in the border was
part of the land is ploughed ίη the fall,
"Well," began Godfrey as he settled small diamonds
prospects for all crops were very poor. many farmers beginning their ploughing
missing."
around
uud
looked
chair
in
Ills
back
Incessant rains delayed planting and
very soon after the haying season is
Godfrey wrapped up the tiny bit of
sowing until very late, and even after
the room, "this is about the last place
the seed was in the ground it germinat- past.
crystul and banded it back to me with
The potatoes are planted in drill*; υιι earth I'd have expected to find
sweet
ed very slowly. I looked over our
an exceedingly thoughtful face.
these drills are from thirty inches ti» you."
corn fields on July laud found it hard
"That's a mighty pretty bit of evithree feet apart; the potatoes are placed
"Aiul yet it's not so wonderful." 1
to tind stalks six inches high. The from twelve to
eighteen inches apart in pointed out. "I hud to chauge my lodg- dence." he said at last, "though, of
same condition prevailed in potatoes
the drills. These distances vary accordcourse. It may be only a coincidence.
ings and found that these would suit."
and grain. But at about that time the
ing to the variety of seed used and the
Taken by itself It isn't worth α cent;
"It's In your blood." he went on,
weather changed for the better and all
fertility of the land.
In connection with other evidence It
then
that
sluce
From
ever
to
been
"It
has
grow.
began
vegetation
entirely. smiling.
Horse planters are used
would be worth a great deal."
never
on the coutiuuous beat forced everything
You'll
Miss
a
furof
Holladay.
affair
These machines drop the seed in
"And theic isn't any other?"
ahead, and the harvests began earlier row from three to four inches below the net it out. Hut l'ui glad you're here.
than for many previous seasons.
"Just one little bit. You say Treeurfaco. Potatoes are usually planted in I've an idea that we're just on the
With the harvest there came an abundmaiue conies from Martinique. Well,
a three or four year rotation, clover and threshold of a very remarkable mysance, taking all crops into consideration,
among Thompson's clothes I found α
oats, or wheat, occupying the land the
can help a lot."
hardly ever before equalled. Sweet corn remainder of the period. Little barn tery. and you
nut. callcd a snake nut. which
end?"
the
wasn't
peculiar
murder
the
satisfied
"Then
which
every manure is
fully
gave a yield
used, but commercial fertilin the West Indies. When
turned
the
only
have
was
fields
grows
It
begin
I
The
only
"No;
fancy
potato
grower.
izers are used liberally. These fertilme how you happened
out an abundance, the only trouble now
you add to this that Thompson's clothizers are made up to contain from 1 to 2 tung. Now tell
being to get cars to ship them. Grain per cent of nitrogen, 4 to 6 per cent of to be with Mrs. Tremuiue last night."
ing was all such as is woru In the
bins are full, and there will be less call
pretty
and 10 per cent of
"Treuiaine hud an important busi· !! tropics, tin» presumption is
acid,
phosphoric
for Western feed than usual. The hayThe quantity used varies from ness engagement," I said, "which he strong that he lived for awhile somepotash.
of
stock,
mows will feed a large amount
one-half a ton to one ton an acre. This couldn't break. He'd promised to take j where In Tremalue's uelghltorhood."
which, as a rule, returns a good profit. will cover the extremes used by differI nodded: then my face fell.
iter to the theater and had secured
a
is
there
Along with this abundance
I know one man
ent farmers, I thiuk.
her he
"After all." 1 pointed out. "all that
prevalence of good prices. A good ani- who used the latter amount on an area seats. Mather than disappoint
amounts to nothing. Roth Tremnlne
asked me to take bis place."
mal of any kind brings good money, aud of one hundred acres last season.
there is a steady demand.
and his wife can prove an alibi. They
"And she didn't object?"
It uiav be of interest to D. E. S. and
weren't In the building when the crime
Twenty-eight cents a pound for but- other Tribune Farmer readers to know
"She made the best of it, I guess."
the latest return from the
ter fat is
You yourself saw
was committed.
"She seemed to be getting a good
of the method of culture.
something
creameries, and that puts a good margin The
are planted as early as
them com in;: back."
deal of fun out of It."
potatoes
of profit into the pocket of the pro"She was. She's the most unconven"Weill, we'll puzzle it out In time. If
possible; then as soon as they begin to
gressive dairyman.
break the ground, a ridge of earth is tional creature I ever met She'd interI only had a chance to study Tremnlne,
hoe.
horse
a
with
them
thrown over
t ARM LAliOB VS. MACHIXKBY.
est you, Godfrey."
to hoar him talk, to watch him without
This serves to kill the small weeds and
I have often noted the cry for more
"1 don't doubt It in the least. But l>eing seen. That would l>e wortli more
frosts.
late
from
the
to protect
potatoes
farm labor from agricultural writers.
Tremaiue Interests me too. You don't to me than all tills theorizing. Then
As soon as the tope break the ground
This is a conditiou not peculiar to any
to know what this business enthe
and
I'd have my feet on solid ground; I
happen
is
removed
earth
the
state or locality, but is practically uni- again
me
was?" and he looked
is
levelled
thoroughly
gagement
could—sh!—who's tlintV"
being
by
versal. It is a condition that comes ground
worked over with weeder or light har- with a queer smile.
A door opened and a step crossed the
with prosperity. With wheels turning,
I suppose that it had some"No.
of the row. Next, the horse cultivators are
hall. There came η tap at my door.
spindles humming, the products manustarted, aud, as a rule, are kept going thing to do with his railroad."
Go.If rey .-hot me one electric glance
soil, the mine, the factory and the
Then
as long as the tops stand erect.
"His railroad?"
then,
lightly as a panther, he seized
factory continually on the move, our the hiller is used to
them
up.
ridge
I related briefly the project In which coat and lint and disappeared into the
capable young men and women are getthe
kill
to
active
the
spraying
This, with
ting busy at work that pays. In this beetles and
Tremaiue was engaged.
bedroom, leaving the door slightly ajar.
prevent blight, constitutes
of farm labor
way there comes a scarcity
"Well, perhaps it was connected with
in
the ñelds till time
work
season's
the
and an increased demand for farm prodthat," Godfrey said when I had finishthe potatoes.
CHAPTER IX.
It is a condition of the times, and to dig
ucts.
ed, "but indirectly—very Indirectly. lie
HAVE come to thank you
I do not sympathize with those who deFarm Wealth.
the march
spent the evening in Dickie Delroy's
for your kindness of last
cry it or see evil in it. Stop
box at the opera."
of progress, close the doors of factory
night," said Tremnlne as
AS BANKERS, DEPOSITORS IN
FARMERS
abundance
and school, then will come an
It was my turn to stare.
he entered. "It was InBANKS AND LANDOWNERS.
of cheap labor, with a lessened demand
"Godfrey," I said suddenly, "there deed a great favor."
the
of
farm,
for all finished products
are two points I'd like to submit to
"It was nothing," I protested, wavAccording to Secretary Wilson in his
and the world will have dropped back a
fanhim to a chair. "I was glad to do
of agricultural matters you—both rather important ones, I
time!
ing
of
up
summing
good long period
notable out- cy. But first I want you to tell me the it.
I had a very pleasant tim· myLet us rather encourage advancement for 1905, one of the most
the
is
siory of the crime, just as it occurred. self."
in every direction and prepare ourselves growths of savings by farmers
of small national I
to cope with the new problems which it great multiplication
suspect there were some details that
As he sat down lie laid a handful of
As many as
Start a
briugs. Less manual labor and more banks in recent years.
didn't get iuto the Record.
of
a
with
cigarettes on the table beside him.
capital
machines is the watchword. This course 1,754 banks, each
first."
"You see, I've come for a chat," he
were organized from cigar
brings a demand for the ski'l of the less than $50,000,
lie took a cigar and struck a match.
1905. These
said, with his Inimitable smile. "I hope
farmer boy—yes, and girl, too—who March, 1900, to October,
the
"There. were." he assented, with a
have fitted themselves for the intelligent were distributee! mostly throughout
yju will help yourself."
states in smile, "a number of details that didu't
"Thank you." and I suited the action
mastering of nature's forces. This south and the north central
of
633
south
the
of
them
In
toMost
rural
of
our
before
the
faces
regions.
public.
youth
Tretnalne's cigarettes
course turns the
get
to the word.
and in the have an unfortunate tendency to Impliward the soil and tends to rehabilitate these banks were organized
would have tempted any one.
The
states
farms
792.
central
north
capital
New
our
increase
England
and
cate Miss Croydon."
"I have been curious to see," he said,
of these banks has come from the farmand beautify our homes.
lie got up and walked across the "how Cecily would affect New Yorkers.
in
The horse planters, the riding culti- ers. The increase of bank deposits
a little
She Is certainly well stared at."
is most extraordi- room and placed bis linger over
vators, hay loaders, harvesters and pota- agricultural states
"She
The increase during the year hole in the woodwork of the bedroom
"And no wonder!" I said.
to diggers are to-day with us, doing the nary.
would make St. Anthony turn his
work that formerly was being done by which ended June 30 in Iowa and South door.
in Nebraska
"There's where the bullet from her head."
the tirod and overworked farmer's boy Dakota was 14.9 per cent,
cent and
and the cheap farm laborer. As we im- 13 5 per cent, in Kansas 9.7 per
revolver struck," he said. "There's no
"Ah, you think so?" and he shot me
During doubt about that, it was taken out a
we appreciate in North Dakota 25 per cent.
tirnv»
imr methods,
as
"You admire her,
quick glance.
in
Massabank
time
comsame
and
the
deposits
our advantages, educationally
found to lit. I'd give a good deal then?"
9.1 per cent. But and
increased
become
will
chusetts
machines
these
mercially,
fired at and
"Admiration is hardly the word," 1
is the bank state- to know who it was she
mure common, until the necessity for still more remarkable
the said slowly. "It Is too weak, too thin"—
become ment for the eouth central states. why she fired. 1 tell you, Lester,
shall
have
labor
farm
cheap
«
skni
■»»«
WUViy
more one thinks ubout that affair the
1 UlUU^UUUt
VUV
Evidently be misunderstood me, for
practically a thing of the past.
becomes, be did not wait for me to tlnish, to exLet us therefore encourage every in- division the increase was 22.8 per cent, more incomprehensible it
average increase for there are so many questions which plain myself.
dustry that employs labor and puts while the generalwas
but 13.5 per cent.
and so plan the United States
"Tliut makes It easier for me," he lnseem unanswerable. Who was Thompmoney out among the people
For tbe first time in the financial history
"Y«iii hnve nerlinns susour farm operations that we may keep
son? How did lie get tu couuiuou 10 *ι>··»·,ι.«^ιΐ
of
banks
the
in
the
south
of
deposits
fully abreast of the times.
Was the murderer a
that the union between ub Is not
receive lier?
petted
exceed
all
of
now
$1,000,000,000.
that region
Agriculture is the foundation
friend of Thompson's? If not. bow did a—ah—a lejral one?"
VALUATION OF FABM9.
wealth, all prosperity. It must therehe get Into the rooms? Above all, why,
"Yes," I said, "I had suspected that."
motive
its
for
fore have intelligence
During the past five years the value after lie bad knocked Thompson down,
"Such unions are the rule iu Marfrufull
its
for
ideals
and
inhigh
power
of medium farms in this country has
lie stand over bim aud shoot tinique," he continued calmly, "and
should
ition.— B. Walker McKeen in Tribune creased 33.5
with
per cent as compared
him through the heart? That savors have been from time immemorial.
Farmer.
an increase of 25 per cent for the ten
more ol° a wild beast than of a human
They are a part of the life there. They
years preceding.
Don't!
aro a matter of course, aud frequently
Figured in dollars of gain per acre, being."
ae
increases during tbe five years past
lie paused a moment in a sort of they are as permanent and happy
I am 44 years old; employed as a clerk the
Cecily Is
of medium farms were, in tbe north cen- helpless perplexity, then sat down ab- any regular one could be.
where I draw more than the average
in the western
what Is known as a tille de eouleur—
have more than average tral division, $11.25;
ruptly aud turned to me.
wage and
division, 95.30; in the north Atlantic,
he asked.
I believe, the most beautlhad
have
I
were
opportunity
"What
points?"
physically,
your
responsibility.
the $5.20; in tbe south Atlantic division,
women In the world."
to note the vast difference between
I said, looking at him,
"The
lirst."
the $4.03, and in the south central division,
••Then she Is not an exception?"
prices paid for farm produce and
1 fear, help to tip the scale
I $4.0(5. The average increase for tbe "will,
figures received for it by the farmer.
She came here
"Oh. uo—she's a type—physically, at
was $7.31. Tbe returns against Miss Croydon.
States
United
and
wife,
have a family of three boys
farms of less intensive cul- the morning after the inquest and least. Mentally, I believe she does
that
showed
live
to
raise
can
I
cont
and it takes every
differ somewhat from the typical caand crop have increased in value tried to rent this apartment."
and pay rent. Still, I have about $0000 ture
than the farms having more valuHe stared at me, astounded, his cigar presse. For instance, I never knew
at command; but as my boys grow older, less
and receiving high culture. in the air, while I repeated the story another attempt to tame a fer-deI shall have to spend that, in addition to able crops
what I wish. Everywhere is revealed a more intelli- iliggins had told me. When I had fin- lance."
them
for
to
do
my wages,
Farmers are improvCan I put my $5000 into a farm, and gent agriculture.
"It seemed to me," I observed, "that
he K.st gazing into vacancy, his
their cultural methods and changing ished.
make a living and more? I can sell much ing
she had as many possibilities as the
compressed.
lips
more
lees
to
crops.
from
profitable
wholeover
of my produce at an advance
"1 see it puzzles you," 1 said at last, snake."
causes for higher values are betsale prices. I wan born and brought up Other
tile drain- enjoying his perplexity. "I couíess I
lie laughed lightly.
better
fences,
ter
are
we
buildings,
and
was
wife;
in the city; so
my
new facilities for transportation,
"I'or evil, you mean? That's merely
couldn't make anything out of it."
as "grevn as grass*' regarding what to ing,
roads.
more railroads and better wagon
"Puzzles me!" he repeated, getting the effect of the first view. Really, the
do on a farm; never owned anything
about
alive but a dog. Μ. T. A. [We really
capresse girls have an excellent repuup again aud waikiug nervously
for
Cows.
Salt
do not see how any man of our correthe room. "Why, it's the most as- tation for docility and all the rest. Not
Professor Babcock of the Wisconsin
spondent's age, or eveu a dozen years
tounding thing I ever heard. It's the that It would matter much In Martibut station has been experimenting to asceryounger, could expect any result
most uuexplainable feature of this nique—the people there are used to
tbe
has
upon
iuin from investing his whole capital in tain what influence salt
I should
whole unexplninable case.
living over a volcano and don't mind.
health and milk-producing ability of
a business of which he knows nothing.
never want to euter these Of course," he added in another tone,
she'd
thiuk
that
found
He
an
exchange.
There would be some chance of success, cows, says
But perhaps Illggius was "I shall before long have to break
rooms again,
cows had been deperhaps, if he could form a partnership in every case whereexhibited
au abnormistaken." be added, stopping short
It off. Society here Is differently ora
with
thoroughly trained farmer, prived of salt they
need to mal appetite for, it, but in no case did
"That might l>e," I admitted, "though ganized—different climates, dlffereut
though the utmost care wouldman
and tbe health of tbe animal, as shown by he swears he wasn't."
be exercised in choosing the
morals, you know; I feel that I must
live
"Well, let's pass over it for a mo conform to It. Indeed, I eveu wish to
making the bargain. It might end in the general appearance, the to beweight
affectour correspondent's getting tho experi- or tbe yield of milk, appear
meut. What's the second point? Is It do so. It is time that I settled down,
the ed until after tbey bad been deprived of
ence and the other man's getting
auother
staggerer?"
ranged myself, became a man of
weeks.
ealt longer than two or three
capital.]
"Not a staggerer, but auother twist family. I have been a wanderer long
The period of immunity oarriod with
Did Thompindividual cows, from less than one to the puzzle. 1 imagine.
enough. Cecily can't endure this cliFeeding Run Down Sows.
son have any Jewelry on him?"
month to more than a year.
mate anyway. I'll send her back to
In every case where salt was withheld
Among the many sows that have but
"Jewelry? Not η bit. He was pruetl- St. Pierre."
are
a condition of low vitality was finally
recently weaned their pigs, there
cally in r:i;;s."
"What will she say to that?" I asked,
doubtless some that show signs of the reached, in which a sudden and complete
"Where was bis body lying?"
with a vivid memory of the adoring
made upon breakdown occurred, from which recovbeen
has
that
drain
great
"IMght here." and he indicated the way her eyes always dwelt upon him.
their system
They are perhaps thin ery was rapid if salt was supplied.
his foot.
"You think it sounds a little brutal?"
and weak and they need attention, but This stage was marked by loss of appe- si>ot with
whole"Aud rii'ht there," I said, "two days and he 81ι·Ι1·η1 gayly. "It Isn't, In the
a
appearance,
haggard
they do not need attention in the
tite,
general
is
into the
sale fashion some men give it. It
lustreless eyes, a rough coat and a very later I fount i this, pressed
least. You've put Cecily on too high a
a big mistake to immediately begin rapid decline in both live weight and carpet." and I t<»ok a little paper packet
peüiMtal. They have an axiom down
a
in
which
with
corn,
stuffing them
from uiy poeketbook.
yield of milk.
there. 'Nee de I'amour, la filie de eouof
masses
them
make
short time will
He opened it carefully and looked leur nit d'amour, de rlres, et d'oublis'—
was
deterioration
Practical.
Not
Their
fat.
waddling
Deg-proof Fencing
at what lay inside. Then he whistled her life is a thing of love, laughter
slow; they did not lose their fleeh and
The Inquiry of "Ε. E. S." as to
no more
aud forgetting». I think it's essentially
sofiiy.
nor
week,
a
in
day
constructed
be
strength
whether any fence could
"A diamond, by all that's wonder- true. At the same time," he added
should they acquire it on that scale. to keep dogs away from sheep, muet
more seriously, "I don't wish to be
The best thing to do with the run-down necessarily receive a negative reply, as ful!"
"Tell me what It came out of," I ueedles-dy cruel. That's the reason I'm
aow is in a sense to put ber off feed;
would in a few moments burdog
any
does
that
if
turn her out to pasture; and
su!d.
beoeath it.
telling you all ttds. It's a sort of Introfur- row
not provide sufficient sustenance,
There Is in tbe town of Denmark a
"One of a group. I should say; or duction."
or
other
light
bran
nish a little milk,
a l>order around a larger cenhostelry full every summer to overflow"Ah," I said, and looked at him.
feed. This will put the sow into a laxa- ing where the most superbly cooked perhaps
tral stone."
"I'll blurt It out In u word. I'll be
her
out
flush
system.
and
In
condition
tive
dinners can be obtained.
1 nodded. "Aud last out of town next week—all week—my
be country
"Precisely."
most
tbe
Later on some corn may, of course,
late summer and early fall,
that Mrs. business demands it—and It's absurd
fed to advantage, but it must be borne delioious native lamb is served in a ni.;!ií I hrpjK'ued to notice
in mind that the object is not to fatten manner which takes one back to the
for me to think of taking Cecily with
the aow, but simply to get her up to
it's
me
absolutely lm|K>sslblo It
before western products filled our
days
in
time
normal condition by farrowing·
m.irkets. Now for two months they
would ruin tie whole affair. What I
would
the spring. Much better results
have been unable to obtain any lamb or
want to ask you Is this—look In on
be secured each spring, if more wisdom mutton, showing how scarce it is right
her occasionally, cheer her up, take
were shown in the matter of feeding.
are
in the country, where hindreds of sbeep
her to the theater, If you'll be so good.
should be grown upon tbe most ideal
or
She knows no one here, and she has
Bringing Up Cows.
pasture lands.—Cor. in Maine Farmer.
a ridiculous need of companionship, of
Cows, like men, are good or bad, oftenchattering to some oue, of having some
Mange in bogs is not difficult to oure
times because of their environment,
is oaused
It
one to admire her. It's born in the
death.
causes
seldom
and
bringing up and education. We look
a parasite under tbe surface of tbe
blood, 1 suppose; it's an Inheritance
for ana expect men to be good if by
skin, which produces irritation and later
from two centuries of ancestors. I^ft
brought up In good and religions fami- a scab. This is contagious. The best
to herself, she'll soon mope herself sick.
lies and communities. I have often
treatment is to wash the pigs in soft
Will you do this for me. my friend?"
heard it said, "give me the first six water and
ice,
sulin
rub
then
dry
soap,
and I will tell you
There wus a compelling wizardry In
years of a child's life,
Repeat in a week. A third treathad
with a great deal of certainty what the phur.
his
eyes as he looked at me, yet 1
is
seldom necessary.
So 1 ment
once
future of that child's life will be."
self control euough to pause and reflect
believe that the conditions under which
8U1I, I saw no reason why I should reIt is said that the cow is a milking
in a large
an animal is reared determine,
All concede that a machine
fuse, even had my own inclination not
use- machine.
or
usefulness
future
measure, her
Here
of any kind must be kept in the best
is
urged me forward.
the
greatly
with
parentage
men,
lessness. As
condition if it is to bring good
have
and
possible
an opportunity to unveil such
for
be
look
would
we
and
of great value,
cows to be better results.
secreto of hie as Cecily might knowgood reasons to line of
productive anas to where they had been
cows from a long
especially
cow to be
rrT
allow
tbe
not
Do
dairy
nrtwniMi
Γ
in
is the steppingPerto
on the evening of the murder.
cestry; so this, then,
Να
β.
be
to
or
a
Booko-KMm.
subjected
chased
•Miar
cow.
by dog
stone in the development of a dairy
haps she even knew the victim; could
unnecessary disturbance.

j
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HOW

give ine ¡i « lew to l'.:v connect io:i :>e
twec» b¡m
Tremalne, If »:«ch a
connection exited. There wore ixuünilt·
ed possibilities. And yet a fecüug ot
shame held me back. To tuLe lUi 'Jia·
tage iu tliiH way o f a man who trusted
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When they
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pid, stagnant» the whole
system suffers· Don't neglect# thfw at this fa", hot
heed the warning of the
aching heck* the bloated

I

expect
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I looked up aud met 1ns intent gaze.
"You were reflecting?" be said.
"Merely that It is a delicate trust.
I'm not at all unwilliugto undertake it,

curiosity. Tile souuils v.ero
Blow, regular scraping."

I ink-lit have auswered In α way
that would have wrecked Godfrey'»
plan forever. 1 flung the door open
aud saw Iliggius standing there.
"A call at th' telephone fer you, Mr.
or

Lester," he said.
"Excuse me, please," I called over
my shoulder to Treinaiue, and strode
down the ball after the janitor.
It was Mr. ltoyce who wanted me;
he had been called suddeuly out of
town aud wished to give me some InOur constructions for the next day.
versation li'sted perhaps flve minutes;
then I hung up the receiver nnd mounted to my

rooms.

With a

band

not

sort of

lie paused a moment to look at me.
I could ouly stare at him.
"I crept to the door and peeped
through, Guess what I saw! You nev-

could guess, though. Tremalne was
crawling slowly about the room, running his hands carefully over the carpet. He was searching for the diamond."

er

CHAPTER X.

only"—
Again be misunderstood; again he

did not wait for me to linish. It was
the only weakness 1 ever detected iu
him—ho made u false step that could
never l>e retraced.
"Only you are flesh and blood, you
would say?" and he shot me a smile
which illumined as a lightning flash
the depths of bis character. "On that
score, do uot worry, I beg of you. I
am uot of a jealous disposition. I shall
uot"—
A knock at the door Interrupted him

a

said at last, "it
to me we're weaving
a pretty strong chain about
But
our friend Tremalne.
should lie have waited this long to
I

LL."

seems

wLy

look for the diamond?"
"Perhaps lie's just discovered
loss," suggested Godfrey.
"Or

perhaps

its

this is the first oppor-

began a minute scrutiny of the wails.
Pint that one yonJer. He vent over
It inch by inch until he came to the
speaking tube. Thou he sprang up and
opened it aud peeml inside, even holding a lighted match In. Let us see."
and Godfrey aleo examined the tube.
"It's

^TTKX

to arrange."
smiling, "aud so thought

be explained,
I'd best come early."
He went on into the l>edroom and
opened the closet door. Then he took
from his pocket a stout bolt, with
screws and a screw driver. a:id proceeded to atfix it to the inside of the
door.

"Now, my dear Lester," be said, rising when the tusk was finished, "I'll

Trcmaine

wae

have to ask you to run up this noon
me out."

crawling elowly about the and let
room.

wholly steady, Γ opened the door. Tremalne was sitting in the chair where
I had left hiui and was just lighting

another cigarette.
He arose with a smile as I came in.
"I must lie going," he said. "And
you will keep an eye on Cecily?"
"Yes, I'll be glad to. Good night," 1
answered, and closed the door.
As I turned Godfrey walked calmly

out of the bedroom.
"What do you think of him?" I
asked.
"I think," said Godfrey slowly, "that
he's one of the most consummate
scoundrels I ever had to deal with.
However, we'll uumask him. He's let-

ting us into his citadel."
"Did he Bit still while 1 was nway?"
"Not for an instant. I was sure he
Therefore as soon as I
wouldn't.
caught Higgins' errand I dived behind
Luckily, it's a long
your raincoat.
one."
"Yes.

And then?"
"And then he took a quick look
through the bedroom. I heard him
and drop on one
open the closet door
knee to glance under the bed. Then
he went on Into the bathroom and
finally came back again to the sitting
room."
"Well?" I asked, for I saw that there
was something yet untold.
"Well," continued Godfrey, "after a
minute or two I thought it safo to veuture out from under the raincoat, more
as certain peculiar sounds
tho other room awakened my

especially
from
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"Let you out of where?"
"Out of the closet. You see, unfortunately, this lock works only from the
outside, so you'll have to lock me In
before you go. I've put on the bolt us

extra precaution."
"You mean you're going to spend the
whole morniug in that closet?"
"Tbut's precisely what I mean."

an

"But you'll suffocate."
"No—you see I've cut a hole through.

ill ai

will

through it

lei

IU

oue can

UlC

get

mi,

au

Iivniuvo,

admirable

view of the outer room."
"Ah!" I said, beginning to understand. "It's a trap!"
"Yes, a trap. Maybe we'll catch
something and maybe we won't. W hat
time do you usually go to lunch?"
"About 1 o'clock."
"That ought to briug you here by
1:30, Very well; lock me In and take
the key with you."
I did an he bade me. though not without some reluctance, and I confess that
I thought of little else during the morn-

lug.

»»»···*

One o'clock came at last and I hurried out and tool; the elevated uptown
there.
as the yulckest wuy of getting
It was Just 1:20 when I opened my
door. With a little shiver of apprehension I Inserted the key in the lock of
the closet and threw back the l)olt.
Godfrey walked out on the Instant.

He was smiling, but pale with fatigue.
"If you've got such a thing as a nip
of brandy anywhere about. Lester," he
said, sinking into the nearest chair,
"I'd be infinitely obliged for it. I feel

rather shaky In the knees."
I brimmed a glass for him. and he
set it down empty, with a sigh of satisfaction.

Do you know, 1
"That's better.
thought for a time toward the last that
Une little
1 was t£)lng to collapse.
crack Ik scarcely ventilation enough
for au active pair of lungs. However,

I was repaid."
"You were?"
"Yes," and he smiled at .my impatience. "I'll tell you the story and see
what you make of It. First came the
chambermaid, who performed her duties with neatness aud dispatch. Then
about
a dreury half hour passed. 1 had
come to the conclusion that I might
have spnred my pains when I caught
the sound of a key in the lock of the
outer door. I heard the door open and
friend
close, and au instant later our
Tremaine appeared within my range

of vision."

"Tremaine!" I exclaimed. "Then he

bad

Thompson's key!"

"Yes," agreed Godfrey. "But my
a
story's only begun. Tremaine took
look through the rooms to assure him-

self that there was no oue here. He
eeem
tried the closet door, but dldu't
surprised or suspicious when he found
the
It locked. Then he went back to
outer room, dropped on his hands and

knees nud began to search."
"For the diamond?"
see
"So I thought at first I couldn't
I
him for α little while, but ¡fresently
wasn't searching
he
that
perceived
but arouml
over the body of the carpet,
for
Its edges. He seemed to be looking
for he went
a place where It was loose,
to tack. Once I
very slowly from tack
he had found It, for he came

thought

where α tack was wanting
his hand under eagerly. But
In a moment he brought It out again

to a

and

place

ran

empty."

"So It couldn't have been the diamond," I remarked In perplexity.
dia"No, it couldn't have been the
shinmond," assented Godfrey, hi· eyes
ing. "But Tremaine wasn't done yet
he'd make an admirable detec-

lay.

see your passenger list for
"'he
your last trip north," I asked,
trip before this one?"
"CertaInly," he responded, aud pro-

"May I

duced it.
It was not a long one, and in a moment I hud found what I was looking
for. Victor Tremaine ami wife were
fifth on the list. Hut no "II. Thompson" appeared there. However, I had
I hail scarcely expecta last resource.
ed to find him entered among the pas
sengers.
"Is the

similarly placed."

"Yes, I remember."

"Then he sat down in the chair and
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two," answered the purser. "The lirst
oilicer. Mr. Grlce, Is forward, superintending the unloading."
"Thank you," I suid, and hurried up
to the deck. I found Mr. Grlce with-

out difficulty, a tall, blond young man.
with eyes of a cerulean blue. "Can
you spare me a moment?" I asked,
after I had introduced myself.
"Why. I guess so. What is It?"
"Did you ever see this man before?'
and I produced the photograph Godfrey

had given me.
"Well. 1 should say so!" be tried at
tlie first glance. ''And I hope I'll never
see him ag'in. Thompson his name is,
and we shipped him at Barbados, in
place of one of our men who deserted
there. He didn't have a decent rag to
his back, so we litted him up with some
old things out of the slop chest."

I nodded.
"lie only shipped íl!í íar as St·
Pierre," continued the uiate, "but after
we'd pot there he changed his mind and
been
come on to New York. What s he
doln'? Gettlu' luto more trouble? He's
not been out of Jail niore'n three or

four weeks."
"Out of Jail?"
"Yes. He was a regular fleud for
booze, though we didn't find it out until
ufter we left St. Pierre. Where he got
it I don't know, lie didn't have any
klud
money t* buy it. that'· sure. I've
o' thought one of the passengers must
'a' give it to him, though I can't Im
uglue why. But, anyway, he was half
drunk three-fourths of the time and
dead drunk the oilier fourth. We'd find
him layin' In his berth and we'd yank
him out and drop him into u tub of
water. He'd sober up quicker 'n any
man I ever see. but he was never satisfied unless he had a pint or two Inside
him. When we tied up at the wharf
here he got awful bad. Wanted t' go
ashore right away. Fought the captain
when he wouldn't let him. The captain handed him over to a policeman,
and he got twenty days ou the Island."
I nodded again. 80 that was why be

long after Tremalne In putting
in an appearance at the Marathon.
"What's the matter with him now?"
he udded.
"He's been murdered, and we've been
trying to find out something about
him. Do you think the captain would
know anything more?"
'"No, I don't. Plant him In potter's
I'll bet he
field and good riddance.
didn't get any more'n was comln* to
him."
With which sage reflection he turne,!
back to his work, while I sought the
was so

shore.

Godfrey came Into the office that
eveniug Just as I was closing my desk.

"I want j'ou to go to dinner with

me," he said. "I have to run down to
Washington tonight, and It may be
three or fnr days before I get back. I
want to talk things over."
We took a cab uptown and stopped
at ltlley's, and were presently en-

sconced In a snug comer where wo
could talk without danger of being

overheard.

"I've fouad out a few things about
liegan Godfrey a¡< the

Treuiaiue,"

waiter hurried away with oar order.
"And I about Thompson," I said.
"You have':" and ho looked at r.e In
surprise. "How in the world did you

do It?"

His astonishment was distinctly comwith considconversation
with the mate of the Parlma.
observed Godfrey when I

plimentary. an.l I related
erable gratification my

to have pl.-at:* of money when he arrived. but he urobablv sueut it all—ou

""

i» the gesture.
.hot* "«"·

wiiore is she now ;
•'In rioi Ui- vlie «Λ I»·' ·"»*«■
They're t-umln^ north ne*t »w»u.
··
ι»·«»ι.ι. -I'm tl 'J >'»" ™

Avdl

captain aboard?" I Inquired
"Captain Hake has gone over to his
home on I.oiig Island for a day oi

"Well,"
had finished, "that was a bright idea
Really,
That establishes the link be
tive. I admired his methods, though of yours.
two men. Our St. Pierre
the
he
tween
what
to
they also gave me a clew
Tremalne
He placed a chair correspondent wires us that
was looking for.
arrived there some three years ago,
oppothis
Just
desk,
before
here,
Just
from South America. He
site the bedroom door. You'll remem- presumably
a little plantation Just outside
a table
bad
bought
also
ber that Thompson
tl|e town and settled there. He seemed
chair
and

fsmta

Absolutely Pur·

to

I left the office at noon
morning."
next day I took a cross town
"Wait," I said, for I, too, had a sudden idea. "You have a photograph of
car which eventually landed
me at the foot of West Tenth
Thompson, I suppose? Bring it up in
the morning with you. I should like to street, where the red and black steamlook at it."
ers of the Quebec line loud aud un"All right." he said, and after I had load their West Indian cargoes. I had
made sure that the coast was clear be iouiid by reference to a lile of the Marstole away upon tiptoe.
itiuie Gazette thut the Parlma hud ar·
·
·
·
·
·
•
rived on Pel). ·£1 aud had sailed again
Scarcely was I out of l>ed next morn- ou the 5th of March, and the paper of
ing when there came a light tap on my the day 1 efore showed me that she
door and Godfrey slipped in the Instant hud Just arrived in port again.
I hunted up the purser without deI opened it.

properties

and Soda.

"Yes," I said. "I've used It once or
twice, and it works all right."
"Well. Tremaine wasn't satisfied
with thut. He run his hands along the
top ledges of the doors, mounted a
chair and peered above the windows,
examined 'every nook and cranny. At
last he gave It up, replaced things just
as lie had found them, glpnced at his
watch and went away. Now, what was
he looking for?"
I cudgeled my brain.
"I don't know," I sal<L "I can't imagine."
"Let me help you," said Godfrey, his
eyes shining still more brightly. "I had

think it all out in the closet
there. In the first place, he looked only
so that the door locks Itself whenever
in the outer room; in the second place,
It's closed."
Godfrey sat for a full minute motion- he was plainly looking for something
that had been purposely concealed; in
less, his eyes fixed on the door.
"Of course," he said at last, "it may the third place, when he examined the
not have been the diamond he was room he placed his chair just where
looking for, though I can't Imagine Miss Croydon had sat."
But I've a theA flnsh of light burst upon me.
what else it could be.
"The clippings!" I cried.
ory 1 want to test. Suppose we take
"The clippings. Just that. I haven't
a look, at your bedroom."
I followed him in aud turned up the the least doubt of it. And that explains
light. He glanced around keenly and another thing which seemed very puzwent finally to the eloset, which was zling. It explains why Miss Croydon
almost opposite the door leading into was so anxious to rent this suit."
"But how did he tind out about
the sitting room. lie entered the closet
and closed the door behind him. After them?" I asked at last.
"I think they contain some secret of
a moment I heard a scraping noise and
perceived a knife blade working back his, and he's concluded she hasn't got
and forth in a crack of the door. them because she hasn't produced them
Finally the blade was withdrawn, the against him. And he's reasoned cordoor opened and Godfrey came out. He rect!}' in supposing thut if she hasn't
examined the lock, tried It once or got them she must have hidden them
twice with the key, which wag In It, here."
then he turned to me.
It was a good guess; an adroit one.
"What time do you leave In the
"The question is," added Godfrey,
morning?" he asked,
looking about him, "where did she
"About 7:30."
hide them?"
"Seven-thirty. Very well. Now I
CHAPTER XI.
Look for me In the
must be going.

place

of Cream of Tartar

empty."

tunity he's had. I've never before left
him alone here, aud I keep the snap on time

"I had a few
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[TO UE CONTISUKD.)
Au Art Anecdote.

Edward Rosewater. founder und edl¿or of the Omaha lie»·, had a sincere
love of art. He hated picture:* that Indicated scamped work, so called Impressionistic pictures that were merely
so
ron:,'11 and hurried sketches and

called portraits that l*>re no likeness to
j>vihelr origináis. Λ youug painter sti
of
ed Mr. Rosewater one day a portrait
a mutual friend.
"That a portrait of Smith!" the ediknown
tor exclaimed. "I'd never have
it."

"Oh," the artist exclaimed, "I didn't
I tried
try for a likeness, you know.

for an effect—nil effect lu grays."
"I know a 'man in New York." said
Mr. Itosewater, "who had his i»ortralt
painted last year. It cost him (4,000,
und he was very proud of It. When It
came home lie showed It to his cook.
"'Well, Mary,' he said, 'how do yo»l

like this portrait?
"'Sure, sir,' said the cook, It'· loreljr.
It's beautiful. It's divine.'
"'And of course,' said my friend, 'you
know who It Is?'
"
'Oh, of course I do, sir,' said the
cook. 'Of course, of course.' As she
to th·
spoke she kept drawing nearer
picture, studying It more and mor·
closely. Of course, sir,' she said. 'It*·
"—Buffalo Enyou or the mistress.'

quirer.

Thr Sultan'· Itrlmkr.
An ambassador of a well known BuId th·
ropeati monarch was riding
streets of foustantinople when one of
Seethe sultan's carriage# rolled by.

was guarded. Ills curiosity got
the better of him, and when the carriage reached him he was daring
en.iigh to peep In at the passenger.
He was mrprhed and pained to receive a blow in the face from an at·
temlant In charge. Mad with rage, he
demanded audience of the nultan. The
sultan llste::-'d attentively and for A
moment appeared lost In thought At
I have
last he spoke: "My dear
gone carefully luto the case and see
ex-sct'.y haw It stand·. You are, it
Therefore you
conrse, a gentleman.

ing It

would never have committed such a
breach of gokl manners as you allege to have taken place. Therefore no
attendant could p.n:'bly hive struck
you. The whole affair seeing to be a
product of your fa .icy. Let U4 dhtUiL.s it."
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the publisher* or for the convenience of patrons
jingle oples of each Issue hare been place·! on
sale ai '.he following places In the County :
P.rooks' Drug Store.
South farts,
Shurtleff'a Drug Store.
Noyea* Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
Kucktteld.
A. K. Lewis, Insurance Office.
Fryebur*.
Mrs. Harlow. Post Office.
Paris Hill,
Samuel T. White.
West Parle,
<

Coming: Events.
Dec. 11, 12, 13.—Annual exhibition of Maine
State Poultrv Association, Portland.
Jau 1 —<»xford "Pomona (¿range, Norway.
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Message.

The government should be given the
right of appeal on* questions of law in
*
*
It seems an
criminal cases.
absurdity to permit a single district
judge to declare a law solemnly enacted
by the Congress unconstitutional, and
then to deny to the government the
right to havo the supreme court definitely decide the question.
No judgment should be set aside or
new trial grauted for auy cause on the
ground of misdirection of the jury or
the improper admission or rejection of
evidence « · · unless in the opinion
of the court to which the application is
made it shall appear that the error has
resulted in a miscarriage of justice.
It would be wrong altogether to prohibit the use of injunctions, but so far
as posssible their abuse should be provided against.
Every col > red man shonld realize that
the worst enemy of his race is the negro
criminal, and above all the negro criminal who commits the dreadful crime of
·
·
·
The
members of the
rape.
white race should understand that every
lynching represents by just so much the
loosening of the bonds of civilization.
Let justice be both sure and swift, but
let it be justice under the law and not
the wild and crooked savagery of a mob.
·
*
There is no question of "social
equality" or "negro domination" involved; only the question of punishing bad
man
men and of securing to the good
the right to his life, his liberty and tho
pursuit of happiness.
To preach hatred of the rich man as
such, to carry on a campaign of slander
and invective agaiust him, to seek to
mislead and intl.tme to maduess honest
·
·
·
is
men whose lives are hard
to commit a crime against the body
ιπυωμιι

ui

iuc

mob is just as evil a thing a* the triumph
of the plutocracy. If we ever let this
government fall into the hand* of men
of either pf these two classes we shall
show ourselves false to America's past.
It should be our object to do what we
can in the direction of securing the
eight-hour law.
The horrors incident to the employment of young children in factories or
at work anywhere are a blot on our
civilization. A drastic and thorough
child labor law should be enacted for
the District of Columbia and the territories.
The federal employers' liability law
should apply to government navy yards,
arsenals and the like.
A national labor body of conciliation
and arbitration should be given thorough
test.
Remaining coal lands should be treated as property of public and so conserved.
We must exercise a far greater control
than at present over the great corporations, not so much to prevent consolidation as such, but to so supervise and
control it as to see that no harm results
to the people.
The national government should impose a graduated inheritance tax, and,
if possible, a graduated income tax.
·
•
The pro rata of the tax should
increase very heavily with the increase
of the amount left to any one individual
after a certain point has been reaohed.
We should have the wisest and most
advanced industrial training.
The forests should be preserved and
national irrigation plans broadened.
The whole matter of marriage and
divorce should be relegated to the
national Congress. It is neither safe
nor proper to leave polygamy to be dealt
states.
Wilful
with by the several
sterility is the one sin for which the
penalty is national death, race death.
Favors wise ship subsidy bill.
Our currency law should be reformed;
there should be an increase in bills of
small denominations.
I earnestly hope the bill to provide a
lower tariff or else free trade with the
Philippines will become a law.
American citizenship should be conferred on the citizens of 1'orto Rico.
Hawaii should be developed. In Alaska
there should be a complete reorganization of the governmental system.
I recommend to Congress that an act
be passed specifically providing for the
naturalization of Japanese who come
here intending to become American
citizens.
If Cuba's elections become a farce,
and if the insurrectionary uabit becomes
confirmed, it is absolutely out of the
question that the island should continue
iudependent; and the United States
would again have to intervene to see
that the government was managed in an
orderly fashion.
The Mooroe doctrine is the traditional
policy of the United States, which with-
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Tuesday evening postmaster Billings

received word of the critical illness of
his daughter in Augusta, where she bad
gone for treatment, and he left on the

early train Wednesday.
condition did not
ed

away

Miss Billings'
improvo and she pass-

quietly Thursday

morning.

The remains were brought to Bethel
Friday and the funeral took place at her
late home Saturday afternoon. Very

much sympathy is expressed for the
father, mother and brother. Miss Billings was a teacher of mnsio and showed
marked talent in painting and the deco-

John'· Utter.
I called on Brother Tllton yesterday.
He tell· me that a new experience ha·
entered Into hi· eighties· life, hla life of
what men call darkneie. Although an
impenetrablecartain ba· been letdown
over the window· through which he has
looked on material and perishable things
three-score years and
ι for more than the
ten, yet at times he can see men and
women passing before him as distinctly
as he ever saw them before this calamity
fell apon blm. Sometimes a brilliant
light appears that is perfectly dazzling I
And
as when one looks at the sun.
sometimes when he turns his face to
erar
be
the sky more stars appear than
saw in the natural sky, new plaoeta
away and away in the infinite spaces and
they have a brightness unseen before.
He call· It his world, and he realize*
that we do nut and cannot see the things
that he sees.
Oh I it isn't hallucination, for his mind
is clear and strong as the bodily infirmities will allow. Oftentimes when the
bodily powers decay the mind, the spirit,
the real and enduring man puts on

WHAT IS CATARRH?

Mala· Ntwe Not··.

The lo·· from forest fire· In Maine
this ββΜοη la estimated by Forest Com- SIMPLE
on 7,628
missioner Ring at 920,919
ΘΚΒ8
«ores burned over, a very smell amount.
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EASE.

Edward Caron, aged 21, died at LewisMonday from injuries received by

D0N7 DELAY LONGER!
✓

If you have not begun your
Christmas Fancy Work do
so at once.

Stomach dosing in the hope of curing
catarrh of the head and throat ia uaeleaa
and often leada to aerloua stomach trou-

ton

being caught between tbe bumpers of
two freight car· at Brunswick on Satur*
day.
Thaddeus J. Noble, a civil war veteran
and until recently an inmate of tbe
Togus home, was found dead in his
room in Portland Wednesday, with tbe
gas Jets open.

ble.

Hyomei, breathed through a special
inhaler that comes with every outfit,
brings » medicated healing air to every
part of the nose and throat, killing all
catarrhal germs aud soothing and easing
any irritation in the mucua membrane.

We have

no·, Bath

Λ complete Hyomei outfit costs but 91,
Minot St. Clair Francis, who furnished extra bottles of
if needed 60
much entertainment for tbe newspaand F. A. Snurtlefl Λ Co. give
cents,
vacation their
per readers during his recent
personal guarantee with every
from the Maine state prison, Is soon to be
that money will be refunded
package
at
transferred to the new federal prison
unless the treatment cures.
Atlanta, 6a.

Hyomei

■o

a

fine line of Fleece Down for Kimo-

Robes, Ac., &c.

New Silkolines, Fancy Tickings, Denims, &c.,
for Bags and Cushions

ration of chiua until her health failed
A nice line of Foundation Letters to save
two years ago. The profusion of flowers
when you are in a
stamping and
from friends were a silent expression of
•0 YKARr
The receipts of tbe sardine and herring
treme cold weather we got that in suffimuei0 was ren- esteem and sympathy.
EXPERIENCE
season in eastern Maine are about one-balf
1320 yards Satin Ribbon from 3 to 8 cents per
Mrs. Milton Penley has purchased the
cient quantity and quality; it came early dered by those attending and just before
The
line and the
those of the record season of 1004.
besides our large
and staid late and hit hard and often. going home the company united in eing- house on High Street formerly owned
yard
price of domestic sardines is low, and
now so r.ecessiry for the Xmas time.
ribbons
When the mercury registers away down
familiar pieces. Midway of by Mrs. Emily Philbrook.
of the flsh is said
Mr. Fritz Goddard has purchased a strength for bis upward flight. Don't the wholesale slaughter
below zero and the wind blows a gale on the festivities while Mr. Mann was abto have reduoed the supply.
Paris Bill, it's foolish to spend time and sent from the parlor Mrs. Mann brought house of Mrs. Philbrook situated upon you think so?
New Prints, New Ginghams, New Outings
The material eyes are almost an indisTbe Maine schooner, Emma R. Harvey,
money trying to locate the North Pole in in and arranged the birthday cake which Main Street.
and New Percales for ti e more necessary artimaterial
this
in
convenience
coast
has
been
Mr. Charles Valentine, who
the Arctic regions.
pensable
was wrecked on the Nova Scotia
•he had prepared. This was a large
I RACK ΗΙΛΚη»
cles so many of us
Capt. William W. Kimball, U. S. N.,
critically ill for the past two weeks, is world. I don't think anyone will disTuesday, and the captain, John W. Ber®dged w,th
Onion·
are
there
But
that
who is now in command of the new batnow
proposition.
*
in the center.
of Machias, and one seaman, lost their
making satisfactory improvement. pute
ry
4c.
COPVRMHT·
Look for our next if you would like to know
There was a meeting of the citizens of eyes that will never be closed, eyes that lives. Capt. Borry was 65 years old,
tleship, New Jersey, was the guest of ™*w»· Ρ"4 00 the center table and
Anyone lending * «ketch and deeerlptJon may
qu'ckly «certain our opinion free whether an
Lewis M. Brown, Esq., at "Lyonaden," around the edge were placed fifty-eight Bethel Friday to discuss the proposed can never be darkened eternity through. and leaves a widow and seven children.
what we have
It
Invention
and call for
laat w6tfk·
colored candies, which when lighted railroad from Kumford Falls to Bethel. There are those who deny it
ttonjitrietlreonUdenual. HANDBOOK ooPataeta
Andrew Russell, a French farm labor»ent free, υ I fleet wncy for ie<»rtM patwu.
U. 11. Heald plane to start this week made a very pretty illumination. The A civil engineer was present and explain- proof. Some of the best things of God
Yours
his
and
death
Patenta taken through Munn k Co. taativa
to
frozen
body
was
in
er,
for an extended trip across the continent. cake was then cut and distributed among ed very clearly the proposed route. are to be taken on trust. Some say
tjKcialnoHu, without chante. In the
Kenneat
West
road
the
beside
found
I
beOod.
Mr. Heald will visit various parts of the
Μ(1 frult aUo There is a strong sentiment in favor of their hearts that thero is no
fallen when a
lieve they stand at the foot of the class bunk Tuesday. He had
West on his way to California. During
its being built.
half mile away from the farm on which
«tense.
his absence Benjie Doe will have charge
The officers of the Free Masons were in a Scriptural
A handeomely llloetrated weekly. Unmt CirG«od
PartJ
was about 45 years
culation of any eclenllflc Journal. Term·, SI a
The boundary line between Broth- he was employed. He
of the water works.
of this installed Wednesday evening. A supper
four month·, |L Bold by all newedealera.
rear;
world and our world, old.
Miss Mary Mellen will close her home week
n.k he Proceeds to go for was served and a pleasing entertainment er Tilton'e
cannot be wide, cannot
«J
he
calls
as
them,
wou'd
be
was
that
here soon and go to Brookline, Mass., the κ
wife
his
After telling
given.
benefit of the Universalist Sunday
has
where she will spend a part or the whole
kill himself rather than go to jail asrain
Friday evening a game of basket ball separate so very far. My experience
changed from
to know that the for
feel
I
that
suoh
and
been
η
Berlins
the
f
was
between
of the wioter with relatives.
played
Dec. 12th to Dec. 11th. There will be
liquor selling Charles E. Miller, aged
is not a long and
Mrs. Joseph C. Cummings closed her
of Togus, took a quantity of aconite
entertainment by the Bethels resulting in favor of the Bethels world to whicli wo go
38,
I
He
home here last week and went to Auburu
P. Δ. 8HURTLEFF & CO.
weary way off, by field and flood.
some time Monday night and died.
"c1100'· Admission 5 35-5.
P. Δ. SHURTLFFF & CO.
heard
1
for a part of the winter.
had served several times in the county
Tuesday evening at six o'clock the have never seen visions, but I haveborder.
bons for sale.
cents. Bon u
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the
Daniel Winslow has returned to Paris ¡ Grace Dunham, daughter of P. A Ladies' Aid of the Μ. E. church will the invisible choir just over
jail for selling liquor and had two cases
You don't believe it? Well, no matter if penditag in the Superior Court, besides
Hill and is employed in the office of the
°f
Parie' 18 attending serve a chicken pie supper.
take
and
it
Crocker Hill Mining Company.
feared Indictment by tbe
which he
Wednesday afternoon and evening the you don't, as long as I know
school here and boards during the week
hold the annual comfort in the knowledge.
Wallace H. Cummings of this village with Mrs. C. E. Chase. Mr. Chase has Ladies' Club will
United States Court.
of
man
tbe
of
read
ever
A
Did you
Christmas sale in Garland chapel.
young
and Fred Bennett of BuckQeld went "up for some time been working for R. L
The Wiscasset, Waterville A Farmingknees
country" deer hunting last week with Ciimmings packing apples. W. G. Ham- food sale will be held in place of a sup- Dothan who had a weakness of the
the city ton narrow gauge railroad, which is 43
heart
when
of
the
a
until
and
intention
of
the announced
sinking
staying
ae'"n ""· —»«·' per.
and extends between
The shops are gay with Christmas was compassed about with horses and miles in length
they get the game. They are still stayWiscasset and Winslowand from Weeks'
he
host?
And
said,
a
and
a
makes
chariots
Mr.
Edward
great
King
ing.
The three Sunday Schools of this goods.
was sold at auction Tuesof this line of goods and has a "Fear not, for tbey that be with us are Mills to Albion
There will be a social dance at Acadplscc will unite in the usual Christmas specialty
be with them." day to Carson C. Peck of New York, the
which
than
more
week.
of
this
most
Hall
they
display.
tempting
Tuesday evening
emy
exercwe· and tree which will be held at
The sale was
And Elisha prayed unto the Lord and highest bidder, for 903,000.
Miss P. N. Andrews gave an illustratof
Baptist church on Monday
Oxford.
I pray thee, open his eyes held by Receiver Wm. D. Patterson
said:
"Lord,
ed and practical lesson in geography to
have
evening, Dec. 24th. Committees
order of a decree of the
OUR DISPLAY THIS SBASON IS EVEN BETTER TH \N USUAL. OUR STORES
tenement house owned by John that he may see." And the Lord opened Wiscasset by
A
the pupils of the school Friday after10 η"Ιβ
""'-"y
road has cost over a million
Robinson and occupied by Henry Chap- tbe eyes of tho young man, and be saw, court. The
noon, which they enjoyed very much.
it being
ARE FILLED WITH DESIRABLE CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR OLD AND YOUNG.
the mountain was full of dollars, the largest Investor In
L· C. Bates expect to go lin and Dick Irving, was burned Tues- and behold
The
of Wiscasset.
Greenwood.
most horses and chariots of fire round about Gideon P. Farley
the last of this weok to New Haven, day afternoon. Mr. Chaplin lost
the
sum of Elisha.
Not the material eyes that look purchaser holds a large quantity of
Last Saturday morning the tempera*i8ifc of eeveral weeks dnr- of his goods and also a small
evident- bonds of tbe road, and made the purchase
ture was exactly 40, and a little later tbe
money. A part of the goods of the ou material things, were opened,
relog the holiday season.
will
He
his holdings.
children were having fun in rolling up
ly, but the durable eyes that will look to protect
met on Thursday of Irviug family were saved.
to
never be organize the company and endeavor
will
and
Durell
and
Charles
on
durable
Frank
llawkes
things
in
the
I.
snowballs
dooryard. Sunday last week with Mrs. C. Howard Lane.
big
The beet line of Wallets, Pocket Books,
our eyes thus opened run tho road.
Were
came
homo
for
darkenod.
stood
at
the
thermometer
What hotter Xmas gift than a Phonowill
Thanksgiving.
morning
just
Granite Lodge, F. and A. M..
Purses, and Hand Bag· ever shown in
and
wife from xhould we look into a vast emptiness·»
Verrlll
Jeremiah
zero here, showing a fall of 72 degrees in have an installation of officers WednesThe people of Maine were shocked on
All kind»,
or Talking Machine?
before
We
his
this
graph
that
bought early,
world, Tuesday to hear of the sudden death in
Florida came on last week. Mrs. Verrill Brother Tilton liaa proof
vicinity.
24 hours. Two men are reported to have day
evening of this week. Special music is now with her sister in Massachusetts. which is but & vestibule
the last advance in the price of leather
of a larger Boston that
Over :1000 Recof Hon. Andrew P.
lost a part of their potatoes by freezing. will be
910.00 to $50.00 each.
famitheir
of
members
morning
and
given
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Littlewood havo world, is not a world of emptiness. The Wiswell of Ellsworth, chief justice of the
goods and can save you money on these
Is it any wonder the historian says our
Granite Chapter, O. E. S., are
ords in stock.
not
articles. 5 cents to $5.00.
extremes?
Maine climate is one of
gone to New Hampshire to live with idea abides with me that Heaven is
Maine Supreme Court. Judge Wiswell
the ever- was
54 years of age, and had a
"The New Woman's their daughter, Mrs. A. L. Kaunce, and necessarily a fixture beyond
only
[Don't understand where our correspondplay
ent gets bis 72 degrees fall, but that's Kefortn Club,
present God's eternal stars.
brilliant career. He served in the Maine
will be presented some their house is for sale.
Mrs. M. of Northwest Bethel: You legislature several terms and was speaker
W.* R. Farris is quite sick.
the way he wrote it.—Ed.]
by "embers of Onward
Inez, little daughter of Dr. H. R. Far- spoke of tbe blue jays destroying tbe of the house in 1801. In 1803 he was apTo-day tbe weather maker is sending Kebekah Lodge, No. 29. The cist inA useful present.
Large and small.
is ill with typhoid fever.
festive hornet. I presume that you are
us a snow storm, and as there is already cludes
pointed to the bench, and was made chief
eighteen character·, seventeen ris,Mr. Ε. H. Pratt
went to Clinton to correct. You generally are. I cauuot
had
he
a
trial
As
a good foundation for sleighing it now
in
1000.
15
the ladies.
lawyer
rehearsals
to
and
ono
lone
Jadíes and
justice
man,
Always acceptable
visit his parents during vacation.
tell. I did not know that there were groat success, and as a judge be was able
At any rate it it are in
seems to be close by.
progress.
to
cents
missed
15.00.
an). and
The Knights of Pvthiae are preparing any dead hornets. I haven't
late enough to expect it.
°'
impartial, combining with his other
People in town
ioun*
The school in the Irish neighborhood recently organized
Why don't you come down and visit qualifications a clear headedness and a
It is an entertainment to be given soon.
a whist club.
Joii.v.
who
love
those
you?
is being taught by Miss Lorna Littlebale the intention to hold meetings the first
sound common sense which made him
North Stoneham.
(And that takes in me, with your hus- an especially valuable man on the bench.
whose boarding place ia at I. W. Swan's and third Thursday evenings of each
has
of
been
visitLord
Jennie
band's
consent.)
at Locke's Millet, and although the disAlbany
He leaves a widow but no other family.
mo*t'UK was hold
Everything to please tbe little folks.
A choice assortment. Poems, Gift Books
her friend, Mrs. Lyman Hilton.
tance is nearly three miles, she travels it
Thursday of last week with Mr. and ingSolon
Miss Daisy Austin.
The worst freight wreck in the history
Games for old and young. A ñne assortñne
is
Notice
the
of
McAllister
East
Stoneham
Novels.
and
on foot over Howe Hill twice a day, and
Popular
Mr*. G. A. Smith. The officers elected
Railroad occurred
In tbe death of Miss Daisy Austin, of tbe Maine Central
at work for Η. B. McKeen.
ment of 10 cent gamos.
Dolls, dreese-i
asks n > favors of any on··. After that; for the club are as follows:
list of titles in copyrights at 50 cents
about
has formerly of Paris, who died in Boston about two miles from Monmouth
Lovell
of
West
McAllieter
in
Mr.
fall
of
snow
Ralph
November,
and andressed, lc. to $.150 each. A fine
biggest
in paper
the
children
for
Freel.lent—Mr.. Albert Bowker.
Books
when
a
each.
reguThursday
night,
been helping Wm. Ga'mmon break his recently after a lingering illness, a loss midnight
Swan carried her about half way with his
Treasurer—Mr. Otis Turtle.
line of mechanical toys.
a special goand linen.
M 1,8 Btanche Penley, steers.
has beeu felt not easily forgotten even lar freight going west and
team, when she put on her snow shoes
»mlttecw
head on. Four men were
Μ
W. Mann,
Mre. G. A. Smith.
Mr*, buna w
Mr. and Mrs. Β. E. Brown of Lovell by those who did not know her io- ing east met
and traveled the remaining distance to
9th· officer· were elected are at their new camp near the Carpenter timately. Sterling in her character of kiled: Forrest Fletcher of South PortTOILET ARTICLES, DRESSING CASES, MANICURE SETS, GLOVE. HANDKERCHIEF
her school, and got there in season.
the regular train; A.
Sunday School for place.
New England womanhood, she possess- land, engineer on
How's that for energy?
AND
NECKTIE BOXES, STATIONERY, FOUNTAIN PENS. PERFUMES, KNIVES. CAMof tbe
Ina Lawrence from Conway has been ed thoeo qualities of the heart that won R. Harriman, Portland, engineer
Frank Ring, who was formerly report- 1W7 as follows:
extra train; S. H. Hodges, Portland,
Macduff.
from
and
'«WtaS.
went
a
Gammon's.
She
her
increasing
J.
for
ALBUMS, BIBLES, CALENDARS, XMAS POST CARDS AND BOOKLETS, &c.
at
L.
constantly
ERAS,
large
ed as being married, gave a reception
νw
> Ice-Suporlntemlent— Mrs. I,. C Batee
She was a young fireman of the extra train; I. E. Lowe,
there
to East Stoneham to work for Mrs. circle of friends.
last Saturday evening, probably a good
M. Howe
brakeman on tbe regular
Secretary—Μΐιβ Ethel
woman more ambitious to excel in the Lewiston,
V. H. Littlefield.
l>ora E. Jackson
Trea»urer—Mre.
time, but no details.
were more or lees
Librarian—Mrs. H. R.Tuell.
old fashioned art of doing right for train. Three others
And now they say Ralph Herrick has
Begin now to buy your gifts. You will get a choicer selection, will find it easier than if you put
j Assistant Librarian—Mrs. Geo. W.'^Mlon.
The accident was
none fatally.
Lovell.
fight's sake, than for shining in the so- injured,
taken to himself a wife.
conductor of the special train
it ofTtill near Christmas. We shall be glad to show you any or all of these goods, whether you are ready
The ladies of the Christian Endeavor cial circles of a great city, where, too due to tbe
Bryant's Pond.
mistake of an hour in reading
East Sumner.
Circle gave a supper and entertainment often, appearance and ornamentation making a
the
at
time
to
the
as
to buy or not.
There will bo an antiquarian supper
at Pine Grove Hall Friday evening which assist to form the judgment, rather than his train schedule,
The winter term of school began Dec.
Hall on the evening of Dec. 19.
those inner and better qualities which regular train was due.
was well attended and much enjoyed.
4th, and is in charge of Miss Vena E. Grange
of
this
time
sale
at
be
a
also
There will
The annual roll call of the Congrega- make for character and true womanEx-Governor Alonzo Garcelon of LewBamford of Livermore Falls. Two or
aprons, quilts and other articles. The tional church was held at the hall of the hood.
iston was found dead in his bed Saturthree pupils from Hartford attend.
for
towards
will
be
ueed
paying
Center church Wednesday. A chicken
During illness, which ran through day morning, at the home of his daughEzra Keen went to South Paris last proceeds
on the Baptist church.
dinner was provided to which a goodly many weary months, her patience, and ter, Mrs. Edith Garcelon Denis, in Medweek and bought a work horse to take repairs
the
on
over
was
frozen
night
The
pond
number sat down, after which was the the sweet evenness of her spirit and con- ford, Mass. He had retired the night bethe place of one that he lost.
immense
th® 8kati°K
call of the roll and other appropriate duct were remarkable, even when she! fore apparently in bis usual health, alert
Heavy horses are commanding a big lor two
¡
days.
oinnrnng
Tip
βΐΝ«1ηη «Μ 03
was sinking slowly day by day, and on/1
services.
price. Aben Robinson of Hartford has
**"· Vesta B. Varnutn of Caribou is
The most of the houses of the village realized that her young womanhood years of ag*, and was very active and
sold his tine pair of draft horses fori
miting her mother, Mrs. Aravesta Bes- are now lighted by gas which is much must soon yield all the bright dreams sound in mind and body up to the very
*100.
which hope pictures to the youthful last. In recent years, notwithstanding
liked.
Chas. Β Bonney still is confined to his
Mr. and Mrs. Kilbon Perham are on
There is now snow enough so that mind. Her resignation was wonderful his advanced age, he has made some
house with severe rheumatic troubles.
and
Somervisit
to
annual
their
Lynn
some of the teams are getting to work even to the loved ones who knew her
S. Augustus Oldham ia quite poorly |
long journeys by rail to attend medical
w'" P488 the winter.
kind and gentle ways. And when the associations and deliver addresses. Dr.
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opened Monday for the winter term of
nine week·.
The students returned Monday, having spent the Thanksgiving reoeea at
home.
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President Roosevelt's message, delivered to congress on the opening of
the session last week, is a characteristically able ami frank document,
recommending and suggesting progressive legislation, yet urging the utmost
care to see that no hasty or ill-advised
action is taken, and that every man shall
have what he lias expressively termed
In length it follows the
"a fair deal."
tendency of the times with the increasing size of the country, and there is
If given in
more of it thau ever before.
full it would till more than two pages of
the Democrat. The following is a brief
summary of its most important points:
Let us prohibit in effective fashion all
corporations from making contributions
for any political purpose directly or in-
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Preaching every Sunday Μ 10.45 α. μ. Sunday °β"^
Sabbath Evening Servtoe at affair being a complete sarprlse to him.
School at 12 M.
7Λ) p. Μ. T. P. S. C. E. Tnetoay evening.
■"•Picions were aroused bv
υ
Prayer Meeting Thundav evening at 7 30. Covethe bo* of cannant Meeting the last rrlday before the lat accidentally disoovering
Sunday of the month at 3 30 F. M. All not dielι reserved for the illumination later
otherwise connected are cordially invited.
In the evening and noting the aubdued
Universal!·! Church.
Sunday School every
aIr· 80 when the
Sunday at 10:4δ Α. κ.
flrst neighbors Innocently "dropped in"
Tbe weather report baa the call od all for a call be precipitately retired with
The the remark that he "didn't know what
news items (or the paat week.
principal occupation has been tending was going on but he guessed he better
tires and thawing water pipee. The
Mr· Mann woeived
week ha* given ue snow enough for fair
t,ODS Md a'ocere good
for
busila
needed
more
wishes, and a most social time was en·
•leigbiog but
When it oomes to exness purposes.
?reeent ,A Programme of

j H.t

Λ Kcw Suggestions.
Christmas Sale.
Lame llorses are Poor Travellers.
Special Sale.
Don't Delay Longer.
Hats
Clark's Sleigh Heaters.
It's Almost Time for Santa Claus
Trousers
The Salvation Army.
Annual Meeting.
Probate Notices.
Appointment of Administrator.
When Buvlng Your Christmas Gifts.
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Parker's Hair Balsam.

Economy

West Pari*.
About twenty-five Meada ud neigh-

THE OXFORD BEABS.

seeking

preponderance, condemned the oppression of the nations of South and Central
America and the control of their destinies by the great powers of Bnrop«.
We have not relaxed our efforts to
secure adequate protection of the seal
herd·.
The United States navy is the surest
guarantor of peace which this country
possesses; it should be maintained at
its present strength.
In both array and navy there is urgent
need that everything possible should be
done to maintain the highest standard
lor the personnel.
Governor Cobb on Friday nominated
Justice L. A. Kmery of Ellsworth chief
justice ia place of Judge Wlawell, deceased, and nominated Charles F. Woodward of Bangor aa associate justice of
the Supreme Judicial Court to fill Iks
vacancy thus created.
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meat market
The Bates College students are at Aldrich'·
What
C. Aldrlch
home for the vacation, which extends tenement by George
fire there was was entirely inside the
until after the holidays.
partitions around the chimney in the
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Hussey are middle of the building, and
evidence
L.
in
W.
rent
the
of it was the thick «moke which was
upper
moving into
Street.
on
house
above.
Farrar's
High
pouring into the tenement
In a few minutes it was thought that
Rev. A. K. Baldwin will lead the Bible
the tire was out, but the »m0*® *8a ®
class at the Methodist church next FriThe stove in the i™nt
thickened
day at 4 p. m. Please bring your Bibles. room oí theup.
meat market was moved out,
The members >>f the refreshment com- and it was then discovered what was
mittee for the Rebekah sociable are I the probable cause of tho fire. The
asked to meet with Mrs. Sarah Clark room had been sheathed with hard pine,
this Monday evening.
and the funnel from the stove went
1
the sheathing butfailedby»
The Methodist Sunday Sohool will ! through
aijahi distance to connect with toe
observe Christmas this year with a dinUndoubtedly sparks through
ner on Christmas day, and a tree in the

^
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SíTSn»

on or

generaj

sample

apparently

ESP chemical
into the

extinguishers
depths between parflooriug, and the
υ ait of tho building was considerdown by a stream from a gar-

were,

emptied

titions, ceilings and

ibhwe?
lower

Tien hose attached to the faucet up
long
1
Supt. Payson Smith of j TlTe building belonged to the estate of

j

Imin
of^

j

b^"^1

IS, "*.»

¡

wajι

q"«st¡«"bef,,Jf^y

«roflots

^Ίη

of

t^fe

Zre

TS Xm^b^S^nt.

are:

they enjoyed
Epworih League re-' the people did.

President—Τ. M. Davis.
1st Vlce-Preri te> t—S. C. Ordwav.
Swett.
id Vice-President—Ml*· Sara
3d Vice-President—Mrs. W. W. Payne.
4th Vice-President—W. W. Payne.
Sec.—Miss Μ vrt e Buck.
Treas.—Mitts Florence Rlchirdson.

Post
The members of W. K. Kimball
wish to extend their thauks to Mr. John
late
Bennett, who in memory of his
wife presented the Post with two uicely
bound volumes of üarper's Weekly
war.
published during the civilCommander.
U. Π. Maxim,
'Γ. F. Hathaway, S. M., Acting Adjt.
w
iw ίο laoti.
A good attendance at the Good Cuoer
entertainSociety's monthly supper and
The programme
meut Tuesday evening-

|

Each" boy

was

va?*»

present- bU>ck nearly eight hundred rods long,

ed with a toy sled, aud each girl with a :
I
doll's chair.
Friday eveuing the tables were filled
all
oc-!
at the supper, and the seats were
cupied for the entertainment followiug.
The first part of the programme was
given bv the Schubert Quartette, and included two quartette selections, a solo
by Mrs. Wilson, a duet by Mrs. Wilson
and Mrs Smiley, and a trio by Mrs. WilAll
son, Miss Thayer and Mrs. Smiley.
were heartily, appreciated
by the audience. To conclude the programme
the comedy Two of a Kind" was given,
which, while it wasfof a refined kind of
fun, was uproariously funny from beginning to end, though it would not have
been so much so but for the perfect actting of the players. The audience was
iu a roar throughout the piece.

agí

not have been considered
worth much litigation, but μItnow contains something like a million fee 01
lumber, it will readily be 8«n that
worth something of a struggl
Testimony at the hearing
He vend

waslatjely

on" h^ standi and°the

ip«t
^Report .ill
Wtne

time

table was

«ie.iug the ptemtoe.

bo made

bj

iu

th. referee, at

Murder

Prank P. Stone
Frank P. Stone,
James Poland
R»land McPhee
Rulan I Mcl'hee
Mike J. Kelllgan,
Georgiana Potvin
William Roe»,
William Rose

Fine.

110.00
110.U
11558

100 90
113.92
184.82

Compound larceny
Liquor nulaanoe
Single sale,

75.00

l

l.oul» Portier
Louis Fortler

Stanley Jonltus
Henry L. Farrington
Vlncent_ Nogucss,
Desire Langevln,
A lbert Plante,
Henry Labelle
George E. Benson
Thoma· Aiken,
R. F. Dearborn
Patrick Drlecoll,

write·:

"My daugh-

To Break In Hew Shew
It preAlways nee Allen'· Foot Ease, a powder.
vents Tightness and Blisters, carea Swollen,
.'wealing, Aching feet. At all druggists and
shoe β to re*. 26c.

WHEN BUYING YOUB
For life
6 months
6 months
6 months
30 day·
1 year

292.65
55.75

iJonths

—

delivery,

Christmas. Gifts
Select GIFTS tbat deligbt tbe giver
and the receiver.

Men's and Boys' fine Dress

Shoes,

Felt

Shoes, Slip-

pers, Gaiters,
and Rubbers.

Overshoes

Ladies', Misses' and Children's fine Dress Shoes,
Beaver and Warm Lined
Leather
Patent
Shoes,
and Kid Sandals, Felt
Slippers, Juliets, Crochet
Slippers, Gaiters, Etc.
Trunk·, Baga and Suit Caaee.

W. 0.

Frothingham,

SOUTH PABIS, MB.

The West Franklin correspondent of
tbe Ellsworth Amerioan tells the followÍÜÜUAL ΝΕΒΤΜβ.
ing story of a deer bunt in that vicinity:
The annual meeting of the Oxford
MKETINUS.
a
few
STATED
"The inhabitants were startled
County Patron· of Husbandry Mutual
v 4A.M. Regular meeting of Oxford T.odge, morniugs ago when a well-known resiFire Insurance Company will be held at
ou or
Evenlne
the
Krl.iay
Masonic
H»ll.
in
came
dent
No. 18,
village tirante Hall, South Paris, on Saturday,
tearing through
t«r>rc full moon. Oxford Boyal Arch Chapter,
anto
He
breathless.
managed
on or nearly
Dec. 2'J, 1000, at 10 o'clock A. it.
So. 29. assemble# Wednesday Evening.
a deer was swimming down
G. W. Q. Peiuiam, Secretary.
liefore full moon. Oxford Council.^. 48.», nounce that
Oxford
the bay, and that he wanted a gun and
Friday evening, after full moon.
Lo<l£>.
after
Bryant's Pond, Maine, Dec. 4, 1006.
No. 1,'Ark Marinera, Wednesday evening
cartridges. The local horse doctor joinNOTICE.
but fell
o! o"V.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting ed in the wild raceAfor the shore,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be hat
In Oild Fallows' Half, every Tuesday Evening. by the wayside.
young fellow was
in OfW
administrator of the
>een
No.
81,mwto
duly
appointed
After rowing a
Wlldey Encampmcnt,
Even- found to row tbe boat.
fourth

NORWAY.

Follows' Ha 1, cecond and
J ^day ko^ge.
_
milo it wan discovered that the deer was
Rebekab
Inge of each month. Mt. Hope
of eiu.h an
58, mtets on llret and third Friday
empty barrel supposed to have been
thrown into the water by up-town resiBlock
In
Hathaway
r.—Recolar meeting
U. R-.A.aNoyes dents after it was emptied of Boston exevery Thursdav Evening.
each
Tbe hunters, after serious con1> vision. No. 12, meets third Frl.lay of
I
S., second press.
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33,
sultation, decided to Are a few shots and
month.
and fourth Friday evenings of each
and then announce that the deer bad been
Γ. of H.—Norway Grange meets.second
H*U·
but sank. But, alas! they found
fourth Satur<Jave of cach month at Qrango
in shot,
meets
No.
54.
Rust
Tost.
tí. A. R.-Uarry
that ten-gauge shot shells would not
New tí. A. R. Hall on the llret Tuesday Evening
work with a thirty-two Winchester.
(if each month.
w.n
MonInstead of tbe savory smell of cooking
\V. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall,
venison in that immediate vicinity,
Lodge, No. 177, meets In
third Wed- cigars are noticeable, and there is an
New tí. A. R. Hall, on the llret and
nesday evenings of each month.
,,
oppressive lull in sporting talk in some
Ο υ A Μ
Norway and South Paris Council,
quarters."
Hall
Tuesday
B.
every
GlAl
at
No. 10, meet·
OUTWITS THE SURGEON.
f.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
each
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of
A complication of female troubles,
G. C.—Norway Cominandery, No. 247. with catarrh of the stomach and bowels,
of
meets second and fourth Thursday evening·
had reduced lire. Thoa. S. Austin, of
Castle, No. 2, meet· In Ryer- Leavenworth, Ind., to such a deplorable
to
condition, that her doctor advised an
gon haU, every Thursday evening. September
to
Slay, flret ami third Thursday evenings, May
operation; but her husband fearing fatal
September.
results, postponed this to try Electric
the amazement of all
Norway Public Library will be closed Bitters; and to
this medicine completely
until Saturday, Dec. 15tb, when it will who knew her,
all cured her. Guaranteed cure for torpid
be re-opened. It is expected that
books will at that time be returned and liver, kidney disease, biliousness, jaundice, chills and fever, general debility,
put into a much better condition.
Best
The December term of the Norway nervousness and blood poisoning.
Judge tonic made Price50 cents at P. A. ShurtMunicipal Court was held by Davis
leff & Co.'· drug store. Try it.
Davis on Tuesday. As Judge
commission expires this month it will
Seneca Paul, a prosperous farmer of
probably be Judge Jones at the January
suffered a horrible death, SatGarland,
the
is
only
term, as W. F. Jones, Esq.,
the 1st. He was engaged in movurday,
candidate for the position.
ing a school house, when be tripped and
The remains of Victoria A. Whitmarsh
fell under a corner of the building, and
Mass.,
Lawrence,
from
were brought
was slowly crushed to death before the
Grove.
Pine
in
Norway
interment
for
momentum of the moving building could
Miss Wbitmarsh was the sister of Capt.
be overcome. He was about 00 years of
W. W. Whitmarsh, and went from Norchildren.
to live with age, and leaves several grown
way to Lawrence, Mass.,
her sister, Mrs. John A. Carter, after
A TEXAS WONDER.
whose death she has resided with her
There's a Hill at Bowie, Texas, that's
a native
nephew, John Carter. She was
twice as big as last year. This wonder
and
Nov.
29,
1837,
here
of Norway, born
of 90
of four is W. D. Hill, who from a weight
was the youngest of a family
has grown to over 180. He saye:
pounds
Stevens
Charlotte
and
John
children of
and
several "I Buffered with a terrible cough,
for
Although
Whitmarsh.
of Consumpa doctors gave me up to die
health,
not
has
good
she
enjoyed
years
tion. I was reduced to 00 pounds, when
β
few weeks ago she made her brother
I began taking Dr. King's New Discovery
a
visit.
family
for Consumption, Coughs. and Colds.
Landlord Woodman of the Beal's
have
at Now, after taking 12 Dottles, I
House returned from Swett's camps
more than doubled in weight and am
his
to
deer
excellent
an
Molunkus with
sure
No.

·,

e¿e£n#.-Lake.lde

«Wf.
""iT'o.

°*κ! g°e'—Oxford

STOMACH'S IMPORTANCE.
IT

THAT IT

80

HOW TO STBKHOTHCH
ter, afflicted (or year· with epilepsy, was
WILL ACT AS IT SHOULD.
cared by Dr. King's New Life Pills.
She has not bad an attack lor over two
To enjoy both health and happiness,
years." Best body cleansers and life it ia absolutely necessary that the atom·
be
giving tonic pills on eartb. 25o at F. A. ach and digestive organs should the
Shurtleff ά Co., druggists.
strong enough to properly digest
food. If they are weak and inactive,
the body will soon be in a state of semi·
lothsr 6rsj'i SwMt Powden fiar ChlWr··,
Successfully use-» by Mother Gray, none tn the starvation.
Feverish
Children's Home In New Torku Cure
Nothing equals Mi-o-na stomach tabthe
lets in giving strength and tone to
Use this remTim
whole digestive system.
the
28c. Sample FREE.
edy for a few dajs and you will find no
ilmsted, Le Roy, η. T.
appetite keen, the digestion good,

66.76

106.01
66.77

129.75
Search and seizure,
133.05
Search and eelzure,
124.26
Liquor nuisance
109.83
Common aeller,
53.87
81ngle sale.
120.65 and 30 days
/ ommon seller,
45 and 80 day·
147
Liquor nuisance
01.33 and 30 day·
Sln*lo sale.
60 flay·
nnlsanoe
Liquor
126.25 and 30 day·
Liquor nuisance
117.29 and 60 .lay·
Search and eelzure
60 day·
Soarch and velzurc,
Illegal transportation of Intoxicating liquor, 67.50
57.60
Illegal transportation of intoxicating liquor,
Illegal transportation of intoxicating liquor, 71.70
25.52
w
intoxication,
IntoxIcaUon,
Manalaug
ManaUughter
« «onths
Larceny,
Larceny
Larceny,
3 months
Larceny
3 month*
Larceny,
35.00
Keeping gambling place
61 day·
Liquor nuisance
191.05
.·
Liquor uulsance
115.60
nuleance
Liquor

Harney Portier,

Bural free

106.08

Compound Urcent,
Fornication
Larceny

ment.

3 month·
$140.89 and SO day·
181 fie and 30 days
MM
315 86 and 30 day·
54.85
226.31
β*.*» and 30 days
190.66 and 30 day·
976JM and 30 days

Forgery,
Forgery

Jacob Aaron,
Joeeph Lelman
Paul Normando,
Frank P. Stone,

W£d*n

each month.
No. 1S1,
The address of
N. R. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge,
evenings Auburn on Saturday was highly appre- Mr» Evelina A. Jackson, and was insurm· it second and fourth Weduesday
I
of > ach month.
ciated. He brought a good exhibit of ed for «C00- The actual damage by
ι", of P.—Hamlin Lo<lge. No. 31, meets every I
drawings and writteu papers by Auburn' burning was very small. Some damage
>
ay evening at Pythian Hall.
pupils. There were eighteen Paris j was doue by smoke, both up stairs and
the teachers and seven from Norway to hear
Everett Tribou, of Machias, is
down, and some by tearing up floors
F. C. Tribou.
the excellent address. Questions were and sheathing and wetting down.
guest of bis sister, Mrs.
The prompt discovery of the nre was
was j also answered.
Miss Kathrvn Jack of Woodfords
fortunate, for although the bmlding is
for a few days
a guest at Ν. I). Bolster's
Fair.
The Congregational
it is in the midst of a thick clump
last week.
large wooden buildings, and a fire
Although uuder the handicap of a j
chosen
snow storm followed by a twenty-below- ¡ ,.nce well started there would mean seriMrs. E. W. Pierce has been
Suu- j zero cold
wave, the aunual fair of the ; ous trouble.
superintendent of the Universalist
Congregational ladies, held at their ves-1
day School.
A Referee Hearing.
last Thursday anil Friday, was sucI
The second of the series of private try
around.
was held at the court house
all
cessful
A
evenhearing
held
Friday
skating parties will i>e
1
Decorations in the vestry were appro- Wednesday on a suit
·ν
iug. Dec. 21st.
and:
season,
the
Christmas
Walker of Bethel against the American
priate to
Danof
I
Miss
at the
were
entered
was
Boyle
and
case
pretty.
while
very
The
Edwin Hounds
very simple
Realty Co.
with
ville spent most of the past week
Hopes of evergreen were tastefully fes- last term of court, and was referred to
S. Wright of South ram.
t>>oued from the ceiling, adorned here \
Mr. Bounds' cousin, J. D. Haynes.
aud lion A P· Gordon of Fryeburg, and
there with crimson bells,
and
Mrs. Charles A. Allen, who is in the
the winfor wreaths of the green bung in
llenry Nelson of Rumford Falls, before
hospital at Lewiston for treatment
he.Id
dows.
whom Wednesday's hearing:
well.
as
was
appendicitis, is reported as doing
on
sale
The variety of articles
The suit is to determine the title 10
his
and
useful
Sunday
Home land, the real
W. W. Payne entertained
usual, including things
at his!
things—well, ornamental, pop corn, boundary line between the townofNewry
School class on Saturday eveniig
Seven-1
flower
j
The
you
etc.
garden
gave
ind Ando ver West Snrplue. Mr. Walker
home with a "portrait party."
oaudy,
the sport, for a nickel whatever was on the root of owns five of th« seven lots in the north
teen were present and enjoyed
The other two
in Newry
the dower. In a wigwam Mrs. Agnes
after which ice cream was served.
Penfold examined the palms of cus- lots are owned by Mr. h.eliogg,
entertained
was
by
Club
Seneca
The
fortunes which though he is not a party to thie suit, the
at Mrs. tomers, and told them
Mrs. Walter (iray ami Miss Gray
and always deciHion will determine the limits of hie
A very were generally cheerful
evening.
last
Monday
(iray's
A particularly
interesting!
amusing.
interesting programme was carried out, souvenir of the fair, of which a large j
1842 by legislative enactment a cerand a
then refreshments were served
Andover West Surplus
number were sold, was a glass paper tain portion
most pleasant evening enjoyed.
the
of
where
| was set off on to Newry, but just
weight containing photographs
Bald¡
boundary line is on the face of the
Advertised letters in South Paris post church and the pastor, Rev. A. K.
win.
I earthto M® est ion in regard to which
office Dec. 10:
is some confusion of testlmony and
Thursday evening an orchestra furnish-,
Miss *11ceM. Burnhim.
Ml»· Minnie Plnkliaui.
The line as claimed by Walker
ed music, aud Friday afternoon there was ouinion
Mrs. Nellie S. Hooper.
°
a baby sbow. For all the Arctic weather,
Mr*. Ralph Har'ow.
The
about thirty-five healthy infants were
Miss Mildred Campbell.
Mrs. Kmma Curtis.
brought out to the show, and apparently *αά
Mr. W. S. Wight.
it; at any rate the rest of

ceutly elected

C. C. Italian
Paulo Procoplo,
Joe 11:11
Charles A. Val lee,
Chares A. Vallee,
Edmund R. Bowers
Edmund R. Bowers,
Wesley Chick
Herbert W. McDowall,
Arthur Λ y les,
Joeeph W. O'Brien,
Clarence Robar
Lewla Uanson,
I». η I. Kimball
Jacob Aaron,

rouble^

the

ΕΓ.ω

month. Id U. A. R. Hall
úrsi
of winter weather we
The
Wm. K. KlmbaU Relict Corps meets
each month, In
and third Saturday evening-1 of
have had since Thanksgiving, near zero
Hall.
R'jilef Corp·
1 to Oct. 1, all ;he time, and sometimes twenty beP. of H.—Parle (¡range, from May
sufficient. We shan't I
Saturday; during the low. is
m ets tlrst and third
in
Saturday,
re "tluiier of the year, meet· every
lind any fault if we don't have any;
tí range nail.
time.
of more of the same kind for a
I'. O. Θ. C.—Second and fourth Mondays
I

The officers of the

John Wlskont

opening started the
sheathing beside
chimney was ripped off, and at
More of

Adultery,
Common teller,
Common seller
Single aale
Liquor nuiaanoe,
Single aale,
Liquor nulaanoe,
elogie sale.
Liquor nuisance,
Common aeller
Liquor nulaanoe,
Search and Misare,
Search and Leisure,
Search and seizure,
Search and seizure,
Search and seizure,
Search and seizure,
Liquor nuisance,
8earch and seizure,
Liquor nulssnoe

John Wltkont
Patrick Papaspa,

S

cbfmney.

Offense.

respondent
Charle· Kennedy,
F.
Eustace
Bennett,
Edward Slddall
Edward Slddall.
Gideon R. Ferland,
Gideon R. Ferland,
Fred Β Tucker,
Fred E. Tucker,
Louie Cohen
.John Wlskont,
Name of

Sard
in

STATED MEKTLNOS.
Lodge, No. 94.
& Α. Μ .—Pari

NEW CUBE FOB EPILEPS7.
J. B. Waterman, of Watertowo, 0.,

Lot* of Smoke and Little Fire.

Lawia·

the
the
Leonard Woods, who has been in
South Paris for the past few years, ex- oDenine thus made the crackle of the
pects to go some time this week to Boe- fire off somewhere between the ceiling
and the upper floor could be distinctly
ton, where he has employment.
Some of the sheathing was r pAll members of Wm. K. Kimball Post
™d of! from the side of the refrigerator
are invited to visit the Ladies of the
tho rear room of the meat market,
(i. A. R. after the business meetings of
and the floors up stairs were taken up,
loth.
December
Saturday evening,
and after a long time the fire
Regular meeting of the Good Cheer nosed of. It was nearly or quite an
11··
Wednesday afternoon at 2 p. m., with
tilia puzzlinK proposition, most of the
plenty of woik. A report of tho
lUOi
for
time trving to locate a concealod fire
committee on the annual fair
will be rt-ceived and acted upon. A full which showed almost no blaze but was ¡
attendance is desired.
mostly smoke. During this time seveial

Kecular
before fulluioon.
meetI. O. O. Γ.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular
week·—Aurora
ing», Thursdav evening of each
evenings
Monday
third
and
¡lret
Kncumpmcnt,
of each month.
No.
I> of R.—Mount Pletsan' Rebekah Lodge,
of each
30, meets second and fourth Fridays
m'>n!h la Old Fellows' Hall.
No. 148, meets
<>. A. R.—W. K. Klinball Post,
of each
flr ; and thirl Saturday evening>
Κ

in

afternoon.

P. H.

mee

Tliiting

η-^|Ϊ!ι,τ

QKAHD TRUNK RAILWAY.
TUMI

The Year's Criminal Bus In am.
Below is giren an abatract from the annual report made by County Attorney
Barnes of Oxford County to the attorney general, showing the disposition of
W. A. Brown, traveling man for the A 8MOÜLDBB BITWKKH FLOOB8 THAT
criminal cakes in the Supreme Judioial Court for the year 1006. This list of
for
Mason Manufacturing Co., ia in town
CAL'SKI) FIBKMKN MUCH THOUBL*.
convictions speaks for itself as to the activity and zeal of the officers charged
a few days.
which
with the enforcement cf the law. It will be understood that not all the lines
from necessity or
The Univerealiat Sunday School will
About 9:30 Wednesday morning a «till appear in thia list have been paid; as some of the respondents,
have a supper and entertainment on alarm was given for * üre
choice, have gone to jail instead.
Term of
Christmas eve.
ing on Market Square occupied below by
Imprisonand »bo'e " »
Mr·. J. J. Murphy is
ton for a week.

of
ISABKLL 8. REDDING, late of Sumner,
County of Oxford, deceased, and given
)>onds as the law directa. All person β having
Icmands against the estate of said deceased are
l<*slred to present the same for settlement, and
ill Indebted thereto aro requested to make payment Immediately.
JOHN F. REDDING.
Nov. 20th, 1906.

••«tate
η

eating,

nausea or distress after
lessness, no nervousness ana
aches and headaches that are

results of a weakened

soon

be

no

the

sleepback-

remedy they
guarantee.

Picture Frames

We have decided

Mouldings stylU.

&

High Grade Portrait

Work

in Crayon, Water color,

*

Some of these
same

style

probably

see

those who

low

are

and many of those bought last season are of
Be sure and come in and
this year's make.
You will
to show ynu these goods.

new,

and pattern

as

pleased

We shall be

something you

come

If you do

want.

through

save

can

we

of December, but

the month

will have the better assortment

first

you money.

to

select from.

AT THE PHARMACY OF

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,
Next Door to Post Office,

MAINE.

PARIS,

SOUTH

It's almost time for

Santa Claus.

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

About this time every year y»u are wondering "What shall
I give him for Christmas?" A visit to this store will help

perplexing question.
giving practical gifts, such as are

you solve this
in

Useful gifts,

selected stocks.

MEN'S NECKWEAR in all

the new and stylish colorings
and shapes,.. .25c. and 50c.

SUSPENDERS
each in an
individual box,
50c.

HOLIDAY
in

fancy patterns,

FANCY ARMBANDS, in
boxes, made of silk elastic
and

The Salvation Army
invites you to participate in

ing Christmas clicer and

bring-

joy to

FOUR THOUSAND poor children, and FIFTEEN THOUSAND destitute men and women.
Donations thankfully received by
Colonel Wm. Evans,
8 East Brook line Si: jet, Boston, Mass,

fancy

bucklc.

All col25 and 50c

GLOVFS make useful gifts.
Our stock is full and comDress and work
plete.
glove·, lined and unlined.
Fur lined driving gloves.
All grades up to
$3.50

stock for
look it

people

believe

Our goods will

date.

MEN'S BATH ROBES have
a
become a necessity in
man's wardrobe. Our robes
are

cut full and

colorings,

large. Many
$3 to $6

HOUSE COATS in lots of

handsome models. Gray and
blue coats with neat linings,
$3 and $5

Our
HANDKERCHIEFS.
stock of handkerchiefs is full
of novelties. Plain handkerchiefs, 5c., 10c., 15c., 25c.
Initial handkerchiefs,
ioc. to 50c.
SWEATER COLLARS are
We
warm and comfortable.
have them in several colors,
50c.

quotation# give
the holidays. We

The above

Most

found among our well
above all others, should be

quality, stylish and up to
faithfully perform this mission.

of good

A

Lowest Prices m Oxford Gouiity.

goods

Remember the sale continúes

ors,

Optioian.

special

large stock of Xmas Ooods at
of
price on our present stock

a

Games, &c., &c.

L, M. TUFTS,

For Service

HILLS,

in

Purses, Toilet Sets, Glove and Handkerchief Boxes, Manicure Sets, Dolls, Toys,

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

they see cause.
PARKER WYMAN, late of Canton, deceased;
iietltlon for an allowance out of personal estate
presented by Vlolanta Wyman, widow.
VDDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—attest:
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

A. K. JACKSON,
South Paris, Me.

a

put

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

published

right good Berkshire Boar, just
right size. Service fee $i.oo.

Block,

Stationery, Perfumes, Atomizers, Wallets,

look around.

Mats, Mirrors

not to

store, but to make

our new

the

and Pictures,

store In I. O. O. F.

our

Next Door to tlio Poet Office.

overcome.

PBOBATJS WOTICEN.
To all persons Interested In olther of the estates
hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court, held at Fryeburg, In
ltd for the County of Oxford, on the first
Tuesday of Dec., In the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and six. The followaction
>ig matter having been presented for the
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby
RDERBD:
That noUce thereof be given to all persons Interested by causing a copy of this order to be
nubllshod three weeks successively In the Oxat South
ford Democrat, a newspaper
Paris, In said County, tnat they may appear at a
on the
at
be
held
Paris,
to
Court
I'robate
third Tuesday of Jan., A. D. 1907, at 9 of the
dock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon If

Jeweler and Graduate

At

the direct

the

the

During the Month of December

stomach, will

Ask F. A. Shurtleff <& Co. to show you
the guarantee which they give with
It Is the
every 50 cent box of Mi-o-na.
have enough faith in to
one

Sale^

^Special

but

a

partial

invite you

list of

to

our

call and

over.

A LOW PRICE

ON
included a song by Harold Fletcher,
iniι was that mou^u
u.
duet by Master
song by Miss Tolman,
Must be Paid in Advance. brought against the American Realty
Box
Rents
duet
by
Ralph aud Miss Eva Andrews,
Co no one concerned happened to thin
Marie
•i
Master Kalph Andrews aud Miss
»ha hearing was finished that
day
a
"That
box
youk
usk
Cough
you can't
completely cured." Only
Newton, and the funny farce,
credit.
it
was
and Cold cure. Guaranteed by F. A.
hugely enjoyed.
MORWAY, MAINE.
Rascal Pat," which
WITHOUT PAYING ΚΟΚ IT.
At the organization of the festival
50 cts.
Price
&
Shurtleff
Co., druggists.
church
the
1»
a
Co.
lawyer
the
the
Parsonsiield,
at
of
that
Pulp
Uiubagog
Congregational
but
chorus
Joho Bennett
and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
Uncle Sam is rather a fussy sort of
who did quite a large probate business,
Monday evening there were about twenbut he is business-like. The
Tuesthe
last
¡creditor,
elected
following
who
with
members
apoplexy
was striken
ty
The semi-annual tax on the savings
to close out odd patterns and clean
his home to box rents have heretofore been due on
officers, viz.:
banks and the trust and banking comday, while driving from
in
advance,
of each quarter
at Alfred, and died almost the first day
E. Tower.
committed
been
court
has
President—F.
state
probate
panies of the
in
up stock.
™
Secretary—Carrie Tucker.
quite anil ten days has been allowed patronsthe
readily understood in northern
immediately. Mr. Bennett washere,
by the state assessors. The tax on savPEELED PULPWOOD.
Director and accompanUt—Carl Tower.
According to
as which to pay them.
at
all our
well known to court attendants
is
$218,027
banks
1223,242 against
ings
We wish to call your attention to the low price of
of the department,
The Congregational society'· fair clos- the last
he had more or less business in Oxford amended regulations
commitment, and on the trust
this ten days of grace is now to be aboled Wednesday evening with the followan inCounty.
excellent and banking companies $30,022,
ished, or rather, set forward into the
ing entertainment after an
crease of $3,081.
here
the regulation regardThe October term of court held
Spruce, Fir, and Poplar
baked bean and salad supper. The
quarter,
preceding
Chief
was the last term presided over by
ing it reading as follows:
LONG TENNESSEE FIGHT.
the
Realty Co. does the lum- programme was as follows:
at any station.
so
delivered
died
suddenly
who
at
the
collected
Luella
Hats for 98 cents.
Mr·.
Smiley.
Justice Wiswell,
"Box rents must be
Your choice of our
bering. and the International 1 aper Co. Soio
For twenty years W. L. Rawls, of
Ella Louise Hill,Bridgton.
Ruling"
in Boston last week. The uncertainty beginuiug of each quarter for the entire
He
catarrh.
nasal
his
Bells, Tenn., fought
of life is strikingly illustrated by
debut no longer. Ten days before
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,
writes: "The swelling and soreness inside
him quarter,
sudden taking off, as those who saw
the last day of each quarter postmasters leci in me
hesitatmy nose was fearful, till I began applyiu court here would hardly have
are required to place a bill (on Form be allowed 10 interfere with tbe settleONE LOT UNTRIMMED SHAPES FOR *3 ct«.
*· e· Tower. ing Bucklen's Arnica Salve to the sore
and
ed to soy that he was physically
153$ or 1538 1-2) bearing the date of the ment of tbe case.
soreness and
the
caused
this
visited
aud
Portland
surface;
Dr. Charlee Cragin of
to make room
mentally one of the most robust
last day of the quarter in each rented
MAINE.
Call and see these goods. We w ish to close them out
the court
week. Dr. Cra- swelling to disappear, never to return." WEST PARIS,
box. If a box holder fails to renew his Judge of Norway Municipal Court. his home here the past
vigorous men to be seen about
25c. at F. A.
existence.
in
salve
Best
in
Portland.
well
last
day
house.
for Christmas Goods.
gin is doing
right to his box on or before the
Ε. E. Andrews attended the Inter- Shurtleff & Co., druggists.
the box shall then be closed
a
F. JONKS OF NORWAY NAMED
The Gospel meetings at the Univers- of quarter
WILLIAM
at
Show
Chicago,
be
Stock
·■—>1
™W—
RM.1
will
Live
mail
the
national
and
with and offered for rent
alist church opened Sunday evoniug
FOR TUAT POSITION.
111., during the week.
in the general delivery."
The average Stock Rilser hard 1 ν realizes the
an able sermon by Kev. A. K. Baldwiu, placed
The students of the high school who value of cow, steer and horse hides when conchurch.
the
of
Congregational
Get the
converted Into fur coats, robes and rugs.
pastor
South Paris, Maine.
Letter from Cushman.
Among the nominations made last will take part in the prize speaking
new Illustrated catalog of the Crosby Frisian Fur
This Monday evening Rev. Miss Macduff
11KKJ.
was that of test are as follows:
Dec.
Cobb
to
Governor
a
revelation
4,
be
will
Bl'CKKlKLD,
week
Y.
It
Ν.
The
by
Co., Rochester,
of West Paris will give the sermon.
you. And "Crosby pays the freight."
the
This certifica that I have goue into William F. Jones of Norway as judge of Homer Tubba
meetings are to continue through
winter
quarters at Dr. Wm. P. the Norway Municipal Court.of Mr.
Jennie Mann
Russell
te
J
week. Rev. Η. H. Hoyt, state superinan
net
the
in Buckfield. I came from Jones had the unanimous support
Ned Truman
Kdox Blokford
Born.
tendent, will be present on Tuesday Bridgham's
am
Harry F. Downing
meet- North Turner Sunday, the 21, and
attorneys for the position, and the nomi- Walter M. Mann
L. Home
evening, and take charge of the
Harry
rth
l)anf
Sarah
at
to say that I got here without nation will undoubtedly be confirmed
this
week.
the
happy
of
Meeting
In South Paris, Dec. 2, to the wife of Wm. Η
ings the rest
the next sessiou of the council.
freezing to death.
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Cole, after a A rey, Jr., of Providence, R. I., a daughter.
evening at 7 o'clock.
in
the
in
Boston
1S72,
and
4th,
Mr.
was
born
In Newry, Nov. 30, to tbo^wlfe of J. 8. Allen, a
Mr. Jones
It is just 7t$ years ago to-day,
week with Mrs. Cole's párente,
The Kuterpean Club has bad a neat that I popped my nose iuto the cold air and graduated from the Boston Latin Mrs. W. C. Cole, returned to tbeir Bos- son.
In
I
GUead, Pec. 1, to the wife of C. P. Valenour
a
booklet printed giving its list of officers, for the first time. But I bave learned School and Harvard University, receiv- ton home Thursday.
tine, a daughter.
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j
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of
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at Henry D. Douglass,
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meeting of the Browning Club held
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had a { nella
This Monday after- er is as cold as it is to-day.
seventeen members.
Norway, which was the home of
Miss Bennett's Monday evening,
In Mexico, Nov. 25, to the wife of Fred Babb,
noon the club meets with Mrs. Smiley
I have not been in Buckfield long grandfather, William Frost, and where sketch of the life and work of Dr. J. β. a son.
In Gllbertvllle, Nov. 22, to the wife of Noyes 8,
at her home on Western Avenue. The enough to pick up much gossip. I saw he bad spent several summers. Here Holland.
Cusbman, a daughter.
Beethoven
E.
the smiling countenance of my friend, he read law in the office of Charlee
The programme of the sacred concert
composers to be studied are
In Rumford rails, Nov. 20, to the wife oi
found here. Also a full line of
Every line a bargain, can he
and Koote, and the programme of the Capt. Cbarles Prince, at the campfire at Holt, and in May, 1898, wan admitted to at the Baptist church Sunday evening Robert Watson, a daughter.
Wil
of
wife
the
to
Dec.
β,
in
In
I
Bryant's Pond,
Call and see us.
North Turner receutly. He locked well the Oxford bar. He has since been
meeting is as follows:
was:
all kinds of footwear at the right price.
I Ham Stevens, a son.
Roberts
Koll Call— Items about Koote.
W.L.
and I guess he felt well by the way he practice in Norway.
of
Thai Stand In the House.
to
the
wife
warm
Ye
Dec.
In
1,
Anthem,
Canton,
I
Mr*. Mrtckett, Mrs. Wheeler
Piano duel
he came there loaded with
a daughter.
Mr. Jones is a member of tbe Norway Scripture reading and prayer.
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Jessie Tolraan
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stories of the civil war, and school committee, as he has been for Solo*.
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Song,
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he
Noble
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several years,
Foster and
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Married.
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Miss Leach
Either Tower
Song
other good things too numerous to superintendent of schools. He is a Solo,
Rev. Mr. Cotton
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address
minutes
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town
of
the
member
Republican
mention.
Mr·. Kimball
Successors to Smiley Shoe Store,
In Norway, Nov. 28. bv Rev. C. A. Brooks, Mr
Solo,
If there are any more dogs killed mittee of Norway. He is a man of high Anthem, FearTiiou Not.
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this
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who
find
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from
can
and
I
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appointment
of Norway.
about here,
character,
J. S. Brown, who graduated
MAINE
B. 8. Rldeout
Mary Booker has accepted the position I1 In Norway¿Nov. 29, by Rev. Miss
and let you know, position is very gratifying to his many
OPERA HOUSE
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University of Maine this year and secur ed them I will try
Mr. Vernon Warren Staples and
as forelady in the shoe factory stitching
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in
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can
teacher
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friends.
and perhaps
give you
ed an appointment
I Crooker, both of Norway.
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THEN WE HAVE
He married Miss Elinor F. Hunt of room.
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wer<
with high wombat collars, and lined with lamb's
close of the present term, on account
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Miss Nina L. Turner.
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bis health. Golden Eagle are arranging for a first
In Rumford Falls, Nov. 29, by Rev. O. B. Han
weather.
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age and the condition of
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time at their ball to be giver naford, Mr. Ray W. Thurston and Ml'· Marni
throughout. Just
Perham, assisted by Brother C. Η He has held the position for two terms class
by bis pareuts recently, the followin)
Thursday evening, Dec. 13th. Music B. Btevens, both of Andover.
of six yean each.
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Wool

Carpets

Hats.

Wanted.

ií

Chas. F, Ridlon,

aSE-

agreement "of X^^e^nical

Ε. H. PIKE,

Ready-to-wear

MAINE.

NORWAY,

MRS.

•f

Τrousers

·»·

This is the time of the year
when you need pair of

Johnson Τ rousers
to

keep you

and

dry. They

all wool, strong and durable.
Rain Proof $3.50.
Price $3.

—

E.

$6.50

to

$3.

HOWE,

Walk Over Shoes, $3.50, $4.00
and $5.00. Fitzu, $3.50 and $4.00.

Iroquois, $3.00. Other lines for
$2.50, $2.00, and $1.50.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
NORWAY,

BLOCK,

STORES.

BLUE

Prices

A.

Heavy Winter Underwear.
Boys'

J. F. PLUMMER,

Men Have Various Likes in Underwear.

■

CLARK'S SLEIGH HEATERS

JAMES N. FAVOR, ¡¡SBbSSSiT

F. H. NOYES CO.,
(a Stores,)

Norway.

PIANOS.

are

THREE DOZ. 8TYLES of good

high grade

they

W. «Γ. Wheeler db Co., I

Soutb.

Malno.

-

-

CAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.
For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,

§2.

BI.'Y

from each name
they now stand
may be spelled.
Anne,
Martha,
Nora, Irene, Matilda, Janet, Enid, Lucinda, Betsey, Winifred, Viola, Rosalind, Margaret, Flora, Dora, Marlon,
Helen, Lois, Mildred, Grace, Florence.
one letter
In the order in which
a well known proverb
Beatrice, Olivia,

.
Lasts Longest
Loni
Paroid

rust-proof caps—water proofed on both

and cause leaks.
These are some of the reasons why we can id*· Paroid so strong α guaranty
factories and farmers
so lonk*— why it is so largely used by the U. S. Uot'c, railways,
All we ask is that you try it, on our
guaranty.
dealer cannot supply you, don't take α substitute but send for samples
If

money-bock

your

^
BUILDING PLANS FREE you
by return
Better do it at

plans tor Practical Farm Buildings.

mail oar

once.

and prto«L

5. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, fie.

Find the names of animals as numbered lu the out.—American Agricul-

"ββ. 33c.

β»

turist.
No.

IF YOU want a quick cash
sale (or your country property. write for our improved
FREE listing blanks. No ad-

vance
desire to

County.

150

o

"Largest

•

We have for sale
farms in Oxford

Mgr

Save

vour

J

broken

or

They are worth 25 cents
exchange plan.

sons' Supplies.

each

on

my

A full line of Columbia Disc and
CyliuJer Machines and Records.

W. A. Porter,

A. W. WALKER & SON,

Stomach

Co.'s

"come-alonge" or wire pullers. Will
the borrower please return to George

No appall*·, loss of

store.

Sold

by r. A. Shuitleff a Co.

STATE OF ΚΑΙΝΕ.
0»r«, Sup. Jud. Court
farts. Me.. Not. 19. 1906.
The following liquor cases not previously re· J
ported were nol pros'd at the October term of

OXrOKD, sa

»Ym Blow It to Fill It"

Clerk's

this court:
State ts. Henry M. Douglas, common seller.
State vs. Prentiss ron, single sale.
State re. John Wtskont, applt, S case·, single
•ale.
State vs. Tito stnopole, applt., search and »tli

gun

Yee Blew It to Empty It
Change the inka at any
time.
Ym Blew It to Cieaa It
Blow a little water in
and out.

State

ts.

State
Sute
State

vs.
τ».
ts.

ure.

Thomas Demorte, app't.. search aad
seizure
Krne-t C. Penley, apnlt, single sale.
Walter Ε. Frye, applt., lntoxlcaUon.
Mrs. Agneaae Douggte. applt., 8
cases, single sale.

C.F. WHITM AN.
Clark 8. J. Court.

YOU DON'T BLOW IT

TO SELL IT

BONDS.

There's no need to.

It sells iUelf and every
purchaser is a satisfied

Town Bonds,

one.

GUARANTEED
UNCONDITIONALLY.
Prices «2.50, «3.50, «4.50,

County Bonds,

FOR SALS BT

Water Bonds.

«5.50.

PREFECT SECURITY All»
RATES OF ΠΓΓΒΒΚ8Τ.

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

CHANDLER,

ι

ι will famish DOORS a»<l WINDOWS of aay
Six· or St))· Μ reasonable price·.

Also Window & Door Frames.

·

o

o

o

·

o

·

VALUES

50c., 75c., $1.00.

nt 37 1 2c.,

·

Plumbing

goods.

CHANDLER,

Mala·.

although

lops.

Beet for Boiling—Salmon, cod, swordNo. 350.—Double Acrostic: Primáis—
1. Lo- fish, haddock, black bass, sturgeon, red
Louisiana. Fináis— Opelousas.
halibut.
2. Overtop. 3. Unique. 4. In- snapper,
renzo.
For Chowders—Cod and halibut miximical. 5. Stucco. G. Ibmlpu (Uplmbi).
ed, halibut, haddock, eels, little-neck
7. Atrocious. 8. Naphtha. 9. Arduous. clams, long-neck clams,
quahog clams,
C.
I.
2.
Letters:
1.
No. 357.—Omitted
nvntn ra
T.A.
8.
7.
0.
O.
5.
V.
3. N. 4. A.
'lo this table it will be noticed that
both frying and aanteing are mentioned,
Vacatlon.
a word may be added for the benefit
and
RadNo. 358.—Added Syllables: Sad,
the young housekeeper who has not
dle; pad, paddle; mud, muddle; cud, of
yet learned to distinguish between theae
cuddle; wad, waddle; tod, toddle.
two methods. Frving is coating the fish
No. 359.-Verbal Ant Hill: 1. Pedant. with beaten
egg, then with fine bread or
2. Informant. 3. Sycophant. 4. Claim- cracker crumbs or cornmeal, and imAc7.
Tenant.
0.
5.
ant.
Litigant.
mersing the fish in smoking hot fat to
countant. 8. Assistant. 9. Emigrant. cook until done; and this is considered
Infant.
12.
10. Pendant 11. Remnant.
by most cook· as the proper way to serve
13. Instant 14. Cormorant. 15. Pen- certain kinds of fish. All fish croquettes
should be cooked after this fashion, and
naut.
oysters done in this way are as nearly
A GUARANTEED CURE POR PILES. perfect as one can expeot them. Care
must be exercised io the coating process
Itohing, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
the fish will not part and the dish
Pile·. Druggists are authorized to re- so that
for serving. Others prefund money if Pazo Ointment fails to be made massy
fer the sauteing process, and when this
onre in 5 to 14 days.
50 cents.
done
well
the
results will be very
is
Trne friend· visit ui in prosperity satisfactory. Pork drippings make the
only when invited, but in adversity they best foundation for the sauteing, as butter burns rapidly, and too often the fish
oome without invitation.
is scorched before the flesh has become
For chapped and oracked hands noth- done. By adding a little butter to the
ing is quite as good aa an application of pan a few minutes before the fish is
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. Put it on finished, it will impart a flavor and aid
before going to bed, use an old pair of in browning the flesh and skin. The fat
gloves and see what a difference the must be placed in a hot frying pan bemorning will bring. Sold by F. A. Shurt- fore the fish is added; then the fish placleff A Co.
ed flesh side down and cooked until it
can be separated.
"They bill and coo a great deal."
The fish Is then turned with a broad"That's all a bluff."
bladed knife and the skin allowed to
"Then you think they are only mockbrown. Never let the fish simmer in the
turtle doves?"
fat after it ia ready to serve. If it must
Orino Laxative Fruit Syr up, the new stand, lav it on several thicknesses of
Laxative stimulates, but does not irrí- oloth and place In a warming oven. If
tete. It is the beat Laxative. Guaran- the cloth is not convenient, then nse

refund money if It fail· to
sought for by the epicure. Smelts
E. W. Gbovk's signature ia on should have the heads left
on, as the
each box. 26c.
Α new
fish is so small that the shape will be
spoiled if the heads are removed.
The best of I A woman who ia too
Goods.
▲11 the fine cooking will be lost if the
boay to take care
woodwork for closets. No old of her health ia like a workman who ia fish is not well served, and this need
too boay to sharpen his tools.
take buta moment of the housekeeper's
Call and aee this line.
time. Oreen parsley and water orees
attended to.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work. bing promptly
Wood Floor Board· tor aato.

expensive

cure.

Lot

charge

for team.

Norway*

Job-

f

No| Of course yon pay your money,

Maine.,1

This lot
burned in several designe.
contains hat pin holders, shaving paper
pads, match scratcbers and calendars;
very neat, 25e.

be bought nearly all the year around,
even in the small towns and cities, and
Bat yoa get your money'a worth,
lamons are always to be had. ▲ tnftof
For what aoea money mean to yon
Whan Book* Mountala Tea's on earth? parsley or crass and a alios of the lemon
will do wonders foe the appetite.
r. A. ShutUff é Co.
can

Combs and Pins

HEAD RESTS make the chair easy and
ornamental, very pretty, 50c.

White

Shawls.

A few novel recipes which
useful to some housekeepers:

Neckwear.

Very large line of the prettiest style*
ail packed one in pretty box.
SOFA PILLOW TOPS. Our usually ever shown,
These are mostly made over inundation*
large stock is large and more complete of
chiffon and ribbon, 25c., 50c., 75c. and
than ever. Pictured tops and the ones
91.00.
to work, 25c. and 50c.
INITIAL PILLOW TOPS, the latest
thing out in this line, very pretty, 50c.

25c.

Main Street,
Norway,

Maine.

·

It is a mistake to nee a violent cathartic to opeo the bowels. A gentle movement will accomplish the same resulte
without causing distress or serious consequences later. DeWitt'e Little Early
Risers are recommended. Sold by P. A.
Shurtleff & Co.

Quick changes from hot to cold and
back again try strong constitutions and
cause, among other evils, nasal catarrh,
offensive disease.
a troublesome and
Sneezing and snuffing, coughing and
difficult breathing, and the drip, drip of
the foul discharge into tbe throat—all
Thie
are ended by Ely's Cream Balm.
honest and positive remedy contains no
cocaine, mercury, nor other harmful ingredient. The worst cases are cured in
All druggists, 50 cents, or
a short time.
mailed by Ely Bros., 50 Warren Street,
New York.

may be

Corrc8iK>n<lcDce

F. ▲. ihurt- plain paper.
It will be found better to have the
marketman clean the flah, and ask him
Misa De Style— How far did youyoa to split It down the back instead of the
belly, aa is too often done, especially In
go oo your vacation?
Misa Gumbusta—Thirty postcards up small towns. The fish will lie In fryer
the Hudson, and then 42 postcards west. or broiler much better If the former
method ia pursued. Some families alhave the heads left,ou the fish, and
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAT ways
In the ease of cod there are tld bits over
Take Laxative Bromo Qalnine Tablets. the nose and the cheeka that are always

ΟΡ-

BURNT WOOD NOVELTIES. These
are really wood colored card board

and to be worked, 25c. and 50c.

DRESSES.
TOWELS, either bleached or un- CHILDREN'S
bleached, hemmed or fringe, 12 l-2c.,

o

leff A Co.

National Bank
—

|

SCHOOL BAGS of green felt, two size»,
draws up at top with heavy black
tape, 25c. and .50c.

Novelties.

Gloves.

BATH

HOTCnPOTCII.

Druggists

Ifla waat of aay kladof Vlalah tor I aside or of
OutsMe work, tend la your order*. Piae Lun oak
ber aad Sbluglee on hand Cheap tor Cask.

W.

o

ÜUMEMAKERS' GULIJ'ti.N.

G00D| teed or your money hack.

FOR SALE BY

Builders' Finish I Norway

6.

o

o

Spectacles.

Kodol Msaata What You Bad.

Fountain Pen

West Sit· sir

21x39, 25c.

EXTRA GOOD

Dress Goods.

—

»oa*. «1.00 SI» hokttna 2X anee the MM
•In. «Melt sails for SO cent·.
*v Ι. α OaWITT * 00., ohkxaoo.

The Crocker

Μ itched Hard

white and colored

edge, 31x15, 12 l-2c.
DAMASK TOWELS, real heavy linen,
several patterns, nicely hemstitched,

KNIT WOOL SHAWLS, one lot of good
fine wool, 2 yards long with fringe,
We carry the largest stock of any store
$1.50.
in the County, the styles include all the
features which are popular, and the best Neat square shawls of ice wool, white,
materials.
good values at 50c., others at 25c.

Sauteing—Cod steak, yellow perch,
Key to the Puiilcr.
2. Era. brook trout, smelts, haddock, halibut,
Diamond: 1. F.
No. 353.
eels,
bullheads, white perch, whitefisb,
3. First. 4. Ask. 5. T.
scallops, large oysters, clams, ehrimps,
No. 354.—Autuiun Scenes: 1. Raking. lake trout.
2. Windrows.
For Stewing— Lobster, cod, oysters,
II.
No. 355.-Kiddies: I. Cricket.
shrimps, quahog clams, chopped scal-

Kadol oana tadlfeatioo. Thla new dlaoovmy rapr—aim the natural Julcoa of dig·»
dan aa they axial In a healthy —emairh.
oombioed with tha freetest knova toala
aad reooneU active properties. Kodol Dya·
papala Cero doea aot only cure ladlfeetloa
aad dyaipda. hot this (amo· remedy
•area all etenacth troublea by ohaaatng,
parity lay, awaalenlny and strengthening
tha macón· awrabiaaaa Using tha atomach.
ef Rsreeeaood. W. Vs.. 1«·
Mr. & S.
"I MatmkM «Oh «our aariei.li for táeaty reara.
Radoi and ee aln an worn usina Μ te mT

at your fountain pen if it
blots and
sweats and
DON'T
goee by jerks.
'•KICK" if you dirty
your hands when tilling
it with that old medicine dropper. Get

squirt

strength. ΗΠΜ»

fcMÉfll» oonstlpation. bad kmth.
gaoml ¿ability, «our rising·, aad eatanfc
ef tha rtomaoh ara all due to IndljaUna.
■MB.

DON'T
SWEAR!

E. W.

black,

8. What corn is tied fo:· candy?
U. What corn is horn-like?
10. What coru is a plant?

Sour

Borrowed.

No unclean
needed.

in

mackerel, haddock, halibut, striped bass,
whitefisb, lake trout, large oysters,
quahog clams, lobsters.
cod
For Frying—Butterfisb, shad,
steaks, swordfish, bluefisb, porgles,
Staid.
Verjr
bonito mackerel, pickerel, ciscoes, yelStella—Isn't that Mr. Bacuelor kind low perch, brook trout, smelts, badand geutle? Bella—That's the trouble; dock, halibut, salmon,
eels, tinker
he stauds without hitching.—Brooklyn mackerel, bullheads, white perch, whitefish, soft shell crabs, live lobsters, longUfe.
neck clams, scallops, large oysters.

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

SOUTH PARIS.

Plummer's

WAISTS

fish is the halibut, for there is
2. A ve-iáel that rhymes with ob- almost no waste about it and it is equally
fine for frying or boiling.
icurc.
The following table will be a guide to
No. 3UK.—Shelllnor Corn.
tbe housekeeper in selecting her fish for
1. What dress material comes from cooking, and if it is pasted in the cook
book it will save many a minute in plancorn?
ber dinners beforehand:
2. What army officer is hidden in ning
For Broiling—Bluefisb,
large eels,
com?
split, shag, whitefiah, trout, fresh sal3. What corn is musical?
mon, Spanish mackerel, weakfish, sea
4. What corn is a sign of the zodiac? trout, shoal halibut, chicken halibut,
6. What corn Is a pony?
cod Bcrod, bonito mackerel, fresh mackerel.
β. What corn is seen In heraldry?
fresh
For Baking—Bluefish, shad,
7. What corn is a r.ut?

Call and hear them talk.

F. Eastman, at

o

point.

Records,

of Ma-

Citizens' Telephone

o

25c. to 92 00.

POCKET BOOKS with handle on aide,
one of the latest, 50c., 11.00, *1.2."».

useful and acceptable than gifts

Mrs. O'Brinn—"I'hwat medicine did
Mike find the best?1' Mrs. Riley—1"Divil
He took so much av it he
λ know Oi.
was sick for tin daye after he got well."
DANGER ÍN ASKING ADVICE.

of the best for Xmas present*,
very useful, largest line we have
ever bad.

are one

being

Aprons.

BACK AND SIDE COMB, from 25c. to
11.00, plain and jeweled.
These make neat gifts, they always
This year we have a good COMB SETS, 60c. and 11.00, very pretty.
come bandy.
line in the round chafing dish style and ΠΑΤ PINS, 10c., 25c., 50c.
at 25c. and
¡ the fancy ones. Big values
BROOCH PINS, 25c., 50c.
Others at 39c., 75c., 87c.
150c.
PROBATE

Bankrupt's

NOTICES.

To all persons Interested 111 either of the Estates
hereinafter named :
Ata Probate Court, held at Pari·, Id and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Nor., In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and nix. The following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It 1· hereby Οκυκκκυ:
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
Oxpublished three aweeks successively In attheSouth
ford Democrat,
newspaper published
a
at
that
they may appear
Paris, In said County,
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
9
at
A.
D.
Ι'Λβ,
of
December,
third Tuesday
of the clock in the forenoon, and Ijo heard thereon If they see cause.

SILAS E.

Petition for

Discharge.

)

In the matter of

GEOKGΚ GOSS,

I

Bankrupt.)

In

Bankruptcy.

T<> the Hon. Ci.akksck IIai.k, Judge of the Di»,
trtct Court of the United sute* for the DUtrlrt
of Maine:
Kails. In the
( 1 EORGE GOSS, of Itunifopl
\T County of Oxfonl, an<l State of Maine, Id
represent* that uo
illil District,
lait pant, be wait liuljr
the 30th day of Dec
Congress re
adjudged bankrupt under theheAcUof
has duly nurnoLatlng to Bankruptcy; that
of
and
rights
his
property,
dered all
property
and ha* fully complleu with all the requirement!
of aald Act* and of the order* of Court touching
hi* bankruptcy.
Wherefore he pray*, That he may l»e decree·!
all
by the Court to have a full discharge from«aid
debta provable against bl* estate under
ex
are
a*
debta
aucb
bankruptcy Acta, except
cepted by law from auch discharge.
Dated this 24tb day of Nov., A. I>. l'JOri.

respectfully

When you have a cough or cold do not
FBANCE8 C. STOWE, late of Paris, deceased:
thereof presented
"Willie, when we're grown up we'll ask some one what is good for it, as there will and petition for probate
the executrix therein
is danger in taking some unknown prep- by Faustina C. Brown,
marry, won't we?"
named.
"Sure we will, Graciel"
aration. Foley's Honey and Tar cures

KINO, late of Oxford, deceased;
Florence H. King or some other

"Only you'll have to ask me about a coughs, colds, and prevents pneumonia.
dozen times, 'cause when I'm a big girl The genuine is in a yellow package. ReI'm going to be modest and painfully fuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
shy and awfully hard to suit."
Friend—The office boy was just conA man with a sprained ankle will use fiding in me that be wanted to be the
a crutch, rest the ankle and let it got boss some day.
well. A man or woman with an overTho Boss—Queer, isn't it? I was enworked stomach can't use a crutch, but vying the office boy his job.
the
tbe stomach must have rest just
It can be rested too without
same.
We care not how yóu suffered, nor
Kodol what failed to cure
starvation. Kodol will do it.
you, Hollister's
tired
the
of
work
the
digestive
performs
Rocky Mountain Tea makes the puniest,
stomach and corrects the digestive ap- weakest specimen of man or womanson with pepper and salt, and thicken
paratus. Kodol fully conforms to the hood strong and healthy. 35 cents.
with a little flour mixed with cold water;
of the National Pure Food and Sold by F. A. Sbartleff A Co.
provisions
then add a cupful of cream if you may be
Laws. Recommended and sold by
Drug
a little extravagant; otherwise milk will
F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.
"It does a fellow good to be disapdo.
pointed in love."
"Did ye get damages for being in that
FIBH KING.
"Yes, it isn't until then that he thinks
railroad accident, Bill?" "Sure; $50 for of
marrying for money."
For luncheon or supper this is an at- me and $50 for the missus."
"The
tractive dish. Take mashed
potatoes missus; I didn't hear she was hurt."
"I can't imagine anything more unand season with butter, salt and pepper;
"She wasn't; but I had the presence of
chronic
the
then mound upon a hot dish, sprinkle mind to fetch her one on the bead with satisfactory," remarked
kicker, "than a meal at our boarding
with paprika and fill the center, which
me foot."
house."
has been left hollow, with creamed cod"No?" replied the sentimental youth.
Millions of bottles of Foley's Honey
fish, either salted or fresh. The addition
a kiss from
of minced parsley to the potatoes will and Tar have been sold without any per- "Evidently you never got
best girl over the telephone."
son ever having experienced any other your
give a fine flavor to the fish.
than beneficial results from its use for
FISH IX SOUTHERN STYLK.
colds and lung troubles. This
coughs,
Black bass, salmon or bluefish can be is because the
genuine Foley's Honey
used for this dish.
Wipe the cleaned and Tar in the yellow package contains
fish inside and out with molted butter, no
opiates or other harmful drugs.ί
salt and pepper. Make a stuffing of Guard
I
your health by refusing any but
minced
small
boiled rice,
parsley the genuine. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
oysters,
and scraped onion; fill the fish and then
sew it up, and wind it with a cord so as
"He's a great reformer, isn't he?"
to keep its shape; place on a trivet or
"Oh, he's worse than a reformer. His
rack, dredge with flour and cover the ideas would upset the whole social and
top with thin slices of fat salt pork. business world. He said if he had had Dear Sirs: Readtield Corner, Me., Mar.ij/04
Cover the bottom of the pan with hot his way he'd put in jail everybody who
We have used your "L. F." Bitter·
water and place in a moderate oven to ought to be there."
h is all
in our family for over 20 years,
bake for tho first hour; then increase the
Open the bowels aud get the cold out the medicine we use for colds or stomach
heat, until the oven becomes very hot,
Kennedy's laxative troubles. It is a
to brown tho pork aod fish. Baste the of your system.
great remedy for dyspep·
at
fish with the drippings every fifteeu Cough Syrup opens the bowels and
of via. I feel I can't say enough in its praise.
minutes and after each basting dredge the same time allays the inflammatiou
Contain»
membranes.
Yours truly, Mrs. Clara A. Locke.
with a little flour. A good-sized fish the mucous
cold
will take fifteen minutes to the pound Honey and Tar. Drives out the
Don't let sickness get the best of you.
free
the
cough. Absolutely
for cooking. Remove from the pan and and stops
"L. F." Atwood's Medí
Conforms to the Take the True
cut off the strings, laying the fish on a from any opiates.
Food and Drug Law. 1 icine to-day and you'll soon begin to gain,
Pure
National
hot platter and garnishing with sliced
I|
lemon and parsley. The drippings in Pleasant to take. Sold by F. A. Shurt- so you can eat and enjoy your food.
the pan inay form the foundation for a left & Co.
will then build you in strength and flesh.
sauce made by adding hot
water, if
Colored Postal Cards. GO subject·.
She—There isn't a man in tbe world
Write us. Η. H. Hay's Sons, Selling
needed, thickening with flour, and sea- who could truthfully say: "I love no ΓΓ££.
■ s vvi
Portlaad, U*.
soning with tomato catsup. Strain into one in the world
but you.'1
α hot dish.
Be—You make no exception at all?

GEORGE GOSS, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF ITOTICK THKRKO.f.
DI8TKICT OF Maimk, aa.
King,
presented by Florence
On tbla let day of Dec., A. D. 1'*»'·, on rea l
ADONIBAM J. UEBRY, late of Sumner, dethe foregoing petition, It 1*
for
allowance
I
Ing
account
by
ceased: tina
presented
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing >« had
Frederick B. Dyer, administrator.
of Dec., A. D.
upon the tame on the 2l»t day
LENA MAY JUDKINS, of Paris; petition for luuti, before aald Court at I'ortlaml, In said Dls
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that no
change of name presented by same.
tice thereof be publlabed In the Oxfonl Demo,
PETEB M. HOLD EN, late of Paris, deceased;
and
crat, a newspaper printed In *a!d DUtrict,
first account presented for allowance by James that all known creditor*, and other persons lu
S. Wright, executor.
and
time
said
place,
at
the
Interest, may api>car
why the
IRA PAINE, late of Canton, deceased; peti- and ahow cauae, if any tliey have,
«hould not be granted.
tion for license to sell and convey real estate prayer of aald petitioner
That
the
Court,
ordered
And It la further
by
presented by John B. Trask, administrator.
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known ere·!
adthis
order,
and
DAILEY
F.
wards,
MEBLE
aald
and
of
A.
ENID
Uor* copie*
petition
of Canton; petition for license to sell ami con- dressed to tbem at their places of residence as
Nellie
F.
Dailey, 1(1(0(1,
vey real estate presented by
Witness the Hon. Clakknck IIalk, Judge of
guardian.
the aald Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
of
Paris; petition In aald District, on the 1st day of Dec., A. D.
MAUD M. BOLSTER, ward,
for license to sell and convey real estate present- 1906.
ed by James S. Wright, guardian.
JAMES E. IIKWEY, Clerk.
[l. β J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
LOBENZO D. BIUtiiNS, of Waterford,
Atteat: JAMES Ε HEWEY, Clerk.
minor; second account presented for allowance
by Flora A. Stearns, guardian.
NELLIK E. DkCOSTA, late of iiuckfleld, deBankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
ceased ; petition for order to distribute balance
)
of
rei»alnii:g in his hands presented by Fred W. In the matter O'/.EABY,
5 In Bankruptcy.
GORDON
Record, administrator.

Pick over halibut or any left over
Place it in layers in a deep dish with
crumbled bread, butter, pepper and salt.
Thon add κ layer of eauce made as follows: Heat one pint of milk; wet three
of flour with a little of
the cold milk, and when the milk is hot
stir In the flour and continue nntll a
smooth sauce is formed, then add two
tablespoonfuls of butter. Alternate
layers of the flab, crumbs and sauce are
used, the crumbs being placed as the
last layer and dotted with butter.—Ex.

tors therein named.

Íarsley,

damaged Cylinder

The

LINEN DAMASK,

—

Opportunity

All Kind

·

POCKET BOOKS in good leather from

designs,
painted,
covering, gold ozydized and wood
silk gloves,
handle, good variety, at 13.50, ♦4.50, Long Kid Gloves, 13.00; long
ONE LOT long ones, lace covered, lace
$1.00.
14.98.
and ribbon ruñle, 50c. Pretty ones at
75c., 87c., 98c.
INTHERE ARB MANY OTHER THINGS WHICH ARE
FANCY WORK BAGS of figured china
MAKE
silk, two handles of hoop wound with
CLUDED IN OUR LARGE STOCK THAT WOULD
ribbon, 98c.
PRACTICAL GIFTS, SUCH AS UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY, LAUNDRY
BAGS, similar style of
NIGHT
pretty printed goods, large size, 50c.
PUFFS, BLANKETS. SHEETS, PILLOW SLIPS,
AND LARGE LINE of laundry bags, printed
GOWNS. PETTICOATS, KIMONOS. DRESS SKIRTS

Place in a stewpan three tablespoonon topics of Interest to tbe ladlee
le solicite-1. Addives: Editor IIoxkmakkus' (uls of butter and a medium-sized
onion,
Column, Oxford Democrat, South l'arla, Me. el
iced; fry to Rolden brown, then add to
it enough bullheads cleancd and cut into
·
o o · o o
•
small pieces to cover the bottom of the
Cooking and Serving Fish.
o o o · o o o
pan; poiir over hot water enough to
When a housewife explains tbe absence cover, allowing for each pound of fish
·οοο·οοο·
of fish from ber menus by saying, "My one teaspoonful of salt, juice of one
4
6
2
family does not like fish," the inference lemon, five tablespoonfuls of cauned toProm 1 to 2—A ruler.
is that elie does not know how to cook mato; cover and simmer for half an
A celebrated Latin and serve it
From 3 to 4
properly, for tisb more than hour; tbeu add a teaspoonful of minced
most foods, needs careful preparation parsley, a pinch of paprika and serve
poet.
with toasted bread.
From 5 to U—A very Important is- for the table.
The Qrst necessity is the selection of
land.
EXOLI8B FISH SOUP.
if
the
housewife
cannot
and
the fish,
1. A city In Michigan.
Place three tablespoonfuls of butter in
trust hor marketman to deliver freab
2. A city in (Georgia.
add one
goods, tben she must learn what consti- a saucepan and when hot one
8. A division of a poem.
small
tutes a fresh fish and do ber marketing medium-sized carrot, eliced,
minced
4. A personal pronoun.
personally. This may seem an unneces- onion, sliced, a tablespoonful of onion
is
two cloves. When the
5. A letter in America.
sary trouble, with the telephone in the
β. A pronoun.
house, but it will pay better in the table rowned, add two quarts of water, and
a
boil
add
when
it
comes
to
enough fish,
service. When the fish is in steaks it
T. Very spruce.
will have a glittering, fine, clear skin and preferably haddock, turbot, cod or whit8. A city in New York.
and
simmer
for
an hour,
Cover
to
These
same
rules
ing.
firm fiesh.
apply
0. A very cold country.
the smaller fish, only tbey will aleo have using the bones of the fish. At the end
clear eyes, red gills and bright, shiny of this time strain the fish through a
No. aorH,hj-med Ship·.
coarse sieve so that the flesh will go
scales.
1. A vessel that rhymes with a small
through and leave the bones; then seaOne of the most economical

in the World."

P. STILES. Uktrfct
Norway, Maine.

o

•

NASSAU STREET. NEW YORK.

MOSES

o

o

Agency,

The E. A Strout Farm

UOU_Hoar«l*M.

8
5
1
·οοο·οοο·

payment required.
purchase 'real estate,

Κ you
write or call on us.
some of the best

more

hemstitched plait down front with pin
TRAY CLOTH, Mexican, hemstitched,
tucke and hemstitching on each side,
all sizes, from 15c. to OSc.
trimmed with buttons and braid, $3.50.
TEA CLOTH from 75c. to $2.50.
WHITE WAIST in lawn, soisette, madras and linen, 98c $1.40, ll.OS, $2.08, DOILIES, pure linen, embroidered Mexican work, tenereff, cluny, different
$3.0S.
ehapes and sizes, 10c. to $2.50.
PLAID WAISTS in all different colore,
$1.49, $1.98, $2.98.

Cures a CoMm One Day, Grip in Two.

é

is

Umbrellas

Dept.

TOWELS for any occasion.

Shirt Waists.

TAFFETA SILK

Quinine

1 .axative Rromo

use

especially for Christmas.

up to 54 00.

back, 12.50.

Always Remember the FtaB Name

gifts
something for every day

one,
good
drop or leaf design; other
as
qualities, just
good values, priccs

You will find them excellent bargains.
WAISTS of black and white plaid, box
plait down front with tucks on each
side, trimmed with straps and buttons,
$1.25.
WAISTS of wool Batiste, fancy embroidered front with tucks, tucks in

48-page book of

Leather Goods.
The latest styles; are sure to please.
PRETTY WRIST BAGS in brown, good
leather, one style gathers at top with
silk cord, leather fringe; one style hat
clasp, stiff handles, punte inside, both
50c. Other good ones at 11.00 and
♦1.60.

buying
vantages
little lower. Every
are a little better and prices that are a
that
qualities
variety of Christdepartment in this store is now filled, with an endless
of it,
of the practical, usefúl and acceptable kind Just think
mas

square, snow

Aalwala.

w>y It laats
everywhere.

CHILDREN'S COATS írom $3.98 to
•7.50.
JUITS la black and blue broadcloth,
cheviot, herringbone weave and mix.
tures from 112.50 to 120.00.

heavy,
DAMASK,
pure linen,
These dainty little
PIN CUSHIONS.
inches wide, pretty patterns, napkins ONE LOT SILK
UNION, in some way· ONE LOT of mocha, silk lined, 91.60.
novelties are always useful.
to match, $1.00.
neat
steel
all
than
rod,
better
silk,
DOE SKIN fabric gloves, gray, brown
NAPKINS which one who keeps house
handle, $1.08.
ONE LOT contains several shapes in
and black, real warm and serviceable,
At $1.00
would be delighted with.
fancy colors, some lace covered, some
silk
fine
60c.
18 inches OTHERS of good quality silk,
25c.
we have a
linen
neat

—

Jumbled

SUGGESTIONS

Kid gloves make very excellent gifts,
This department is filled with unsurAlways in season, sure to be useful and easy to send by mail.
passed values direct from the importer. can be kept a long time.
ONE LOT of mocha, dog skin, and
DAMASK, pure linen, blcaobed, several
GOOD VALUE, 20 inch mercerized,
dressed kid, roost any color, all sizes,
deeigne, good width, 60c.
wood metal handle, fast black, 75c.
$1.00.
72
real
of

Until to break the slumber
Ere her sweet soul by It were
A noble kiilgltt by true love
Kissed all the spell away.
No. 3US

ΙΘ.00.
30ATS Id gray mixture·, shadow plaid,
cruabed pluab, black broadcloth and
kersey, (rom 15.08 to 920.00.

a
You will be greatly assisted in deciding on your Christmas gifts by
us many advisit to our store. We own THREE STORES which give
assure you
as we can use large quantities. We can
in

Linen

No. 3U-t.—Dehcadrd Rbjrmea.
The prince«3 who once tried to
»
Her fair hand wounded with a
A magic sleep she then feU —,
ahe
lay.
And thus for yeare

Becauae it is made of the be*t/eit—made in oar owe
mills ^siabitohed is 1817); other manufacturer· boy
their felt outside and sun ply saturate and coat U.
Because it is nxiktd (not dipped) ia α saturating
compound w liich make· it water proof in every fibre.
Because it is coated on both aide· with the strongest,
thickest, smoothest, toughest, mint flexible coating
used onanyreudy roofing. Don't take our word ski—
for it. Compare (Void with any other. Toa con see
and feel the difference. Paroid doe· not break or
crock in the coldest weather or run in hot weather.
Because it ia applied with our Detested square,
aides— the only caps that will not rat, work looee

lot of Faroid; open it; inspect it; apply it to your roof.
a..d ii then you aro not satislled
lh.it y υ», i-ιΐβ the Ust ready looflng
iiui ie, send us your name and addrtsmaud we will send you a t h«i k
for the full cost of the roofing including the cost of applying it.

A FEW

made up

No. a«3.—Hidden Proverb.

™

or.p

Furs.

By taking

N. SC.

BSXtXjXN AND OORBAM,

Roofing-

occur.

(Two words.)
Reate toy kurey—Nice to eat

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

hey will make.

cam-

had.

U)dlS,

garments bar· already establishpopularity; what a pleasing gift

18 INCH COAT in black, velvet collar
and call·, trimmed with braid, only

brio, plain, lace hemmed, pictured and
drawn work, 6o.
TWO DOZ. STYLES of fine cambric,
lace insertion, embroidered and hemmed, 10o.
15 STYLES in fine cambric and linen,
neatest and newest styles, including
the shadow work, 12 l-2c.
25 STYLES in all the patterns yon can
Imagine; these, all linen, 25o.
Many other styles at 37 l-2c., 42c., 50c.,
which are the prettiest we have ever

··· a
1. In time of
great many peoand ···· about pahome
at
ple stay
·······
There is not a more desirable Xmas
triotism, but this affords no
gift than a fur scarf or muff.
for regarding them as patriots.
·· a
Isabella and Sable Fox Scarf from 95.00
2. Sarah found the lost will
to $20; Opossum, $4.50 to 19.00; Blendsecret drawer of ··· grandfather's
ed Muskrat, 12.76 to $8.00; Japaoroe
desk. ·· made her heiress to a great
Kink, $9.00; Gray Squirrel, $4 98;
fortuue which she never bad expected
Blue Wolf, $9.00; Cony, $2.75, $4.50.
to *«···+*.
CHILDREN'S FUR SETS in many different kinds from $1.25 to $5.98.
No. MS*—Aaavram Jumble.

quantity desired.

Paroid

No. ββΐ—Word leUMag.
The last word to be supplied In each
number la built by placing the otbei
words supplied In the same number
one after another lu the order in which

they

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE;
y
In any

plum, not In peach;
oak, not In beech;
atone, not In rock;
door, not In lock;
old. not In new;
rain, not In dew.
Whole is a large and renowned city.
la
la
la
la
In
In

can

Billing· BlooK.,

aioiww*·

κ o. ano.

Also I have
be sold for the quality of the instrument.
Prices
hand.
on
several medium grade pianos. A large stock always
interest
and
you in
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try
the best pianos that are on the market.
as

Theee
id their

No more useful or acceptable present
oould you give any friend or relatire
than handkerchiefs.

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
instruments, and are sold for just as low
all first class,

money

3U115 dm

Handkerchiefs.

j

The

Only Medicine

WE USE FOR
COLDS AND-

Stomach Troubles

_

E8CALL0PED

FISH.

She—No; except, perhaps,
fUh. I ing to himself.

tablespoonfuls

passed

"Examination

success-

fully.
Jamos Donahue, New Britain, Conn.,
writes: "1 tried several kidney remedies,
and was treated by our best phyoicianx
for diabetes, but did not improve until I
took Foley's Kidney Cure. After the
second bottle I showed improvement,
and flve bottles cured me completely. I
have since passed a rigid examination
for life insurance."
Foley's Kidney
Cure cures backache and all forms of
kidney and bladder trouble. F. A.
Shurtleff A Co.
Gunner—The pretty little poetess Is

blushing.
Onyer—Yes, she sent a
editor called, "The Kiss."

poem to the

Gunner—Well?
he returned it.

Guyer—Why,

!

a man

talk-

[astern Steamship Company.

petition that

suitable person be

administratrix
appointed
widow.
u.

Bankrupt.)

ELVA E. STETSON, late of Bnckfleld, (to- To the lioN. Clahknck IIalk, Judge of the Disceased ; petition for order to distribute balance
trict Court of the United Sutes for the District
remaining In his bands precented by Washingof Maine:
ton Heald, administrator.
OKDON <>' LEAKY, of Rumford.tn theCounJ ty of Oxford. and State of Maine, In said
ADELIA HARLOW, late of Peru, deceased:
District,
respectfully represents that on the 3uih
thereof
for
will and petition
presented
probate
of Dec., la»t past, be was duly adjudged
by Charles S. Walker, the executor therein day
to
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating all
named.
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered
has
and
fully
of
property,
DUBA L. ADKINS, late of Canton, deceased; his property and rights
of said Acts
petition that UeorgeC. Wheeler or some other complied with all the requirements
suitable person be appointed administrator of ami of the onler* of Court touching his bank
her estate presente·! by Malcolm F. Ifammond ruptcy.
1
wherefore he prays, That he may be decree
and Fessenden V. Carney, (..-editors.
from all
by the Court to nave a full discharge
OLIYEB A. BOHBINS, of Sumner, ward; debta
ills estate under sal<l
agalust
provable
first account presented for allowance by Irwin bankruptcy Acta, except such debts a* are ex
W. Bobbins, guardian.
"Uncharge.
cepted by law from such
Dated this I¿tli day of October. Α. I). Its»;.
ADDISON E. HEBRICK, Judge of said Court.
GORDON O'LEABY, Bankrupt.
A true copy—Attest :
Order of Rolles Thereou.
ALBERT D. PARE, Register.

(1

PROBATE ¡NOTICE*.

To all person* Intercalo·! In either of tlie estate*
hereinafter name·!:
Ata Probate Court, at I'arls, In vacation. In
and for the County of Oxfonl, on the 2lih May
of Nov., In the year of our Lonl one thou-.m
nine hun<lre<l ami »lx, the following matter
having been presented for the action tiicn.*ii|>on
hereinafter Indicated, It U hereby Οκυκκκι·:
That notice thereof be given to all pernon» Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
thioe weeks successively In the Οχ.
ford Democrat, a newspaper puhlUhed at .South
I'arls, In said County, that they may ap|>ear at κ
Probate Court to be held at I'urt·, on the
third Tuesday of Dec., A. D. lUCtí, at nine of the
clock In the forenoon, and be Uet»rd thereon If
they see cause:

published

ALVA SHURTLEFF, late of Paris, deceased; I
will, codicil and petition f«irprcbate thereof presented by Willie K. SburtUu, one of the execu-

ADDISON K. HEKRICK,
Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest
that
announce
to
pleased
Division.
Portland
ALBERT D. Ρ A UK, Register.
1
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds
and lung troubles is not affected by the
REDUCED RATE*:
Petition for
National Pure Food and Drug law as it
contains no opiates or other harmful Fare Portland to Boston f l.OO In the matter of
)
JOHN
T.GAUTIIIER,
| In Bankruptcy. I
...
tl.OV
drugs, and we recommend it as a safe Stateroom
Kankrupt.)
F.
A.
remedy for children and adulta.
Hon. Ci.ahkmck Hale, Judge of the DisCommencing Monday, Sept. 17, ateam- To tho Court
Shurtleff & Co.
of the Uulted States for the District
trict
era alternately leave Franklin Wbarf,
of Maine:
Boston,
Mr. Wildwer (introducing the second Portland*,'«.and India Wbarf,
T. UAUTIMER, of Rumford, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
Mrs. W.)—Come, children, and kiss your daily, except-fcunday, at 7 P. u.
In said District, re*i>octfully represents, that on
new mamma.
of June, last past, be was duly
Mth
the
Freight ratea aKwa μ low as other adjudged day
Elsie—My gracious! if you took her linea.
bankrupt, under the Acta of Congress
that he has duly surto
stuck
Bankruptcy;
relating
for "new" they
you, pa.
rendered all his property and rlgbta of property
Live
via
with all the requirements
the
has
All
and
compiled
SWk,
fully
except
cargo,
Floods the body with warm, glowing
of said Acts and of the order· of Court touching
ateamera of thia Company,
his bankruptcy.
vitality, 'makes tbe nerves strotog,
Are and marine riak.
natural
againat
restores
Wherefore lie pray», that he may be decreed
quickens circulation,
born
one
like
by the Court to have a full discbarge from all
feel
vigor, makes you
General
J.
F.
debts provable against his estate under said
LISCOMB,
again. Hulliater's Rocky Mountain Tea. Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.
-uptcy Acts, exccpt such debts as are ex·
1 by law from such discharge.
35 cents. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff Λ
this 20th day of November, A. D. 1006.
Co.
A. H. HANSCOM, O. P. and Τ. Α.,
JOHN T.OAUTHIER, Bankrupt.
Maaa.
Boaton,
OBlkB OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΒΕΟΧ.
were a mind |
said
yon
you
"Thought
Distrii
Maine, m.
reader," said the caller. "So I am," reOn tl
day of Dec., A. D. 1906, on
plied the professor. "Well, why do yon
reading the
rolng petition, It Is—
Ordered
be Court, that a bearing be had
hesitate? Why don't you read my mind?"
the
on the 21st day of Ptc., A. D.
apon
for
It."
"I'm searching
1906, before
Court at Portland, in said DieIn the forenoon; and that
trlct, at 10
notice ther
It is noticeable a oold seldom comes on
published In Toe Oxford
Democrat, a
rlnted In said District,
when the bowel· are freely open. Neither
and that all I
ore, and other persona
Kennedy'si
can it stay If they are open.
la Interest, may
at lbe said time and
r anv they have, why
Laxative Cough Syrup tastes as pleaaant!
place, and show <
the prayer of said
should not be
Free from all opiates.!
as
sngar.
maple
greotat.
Contains Honey and Tar. Conforms to
And It Is further
the
Court, that |
Γ
the Clerk thai) send by
all known credthe National Pure Food and Drag Law. |
ltors
of
said
this
and
order, adcopies
pet»
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.
dreasedto them at their
of residence aa

NOTICE"TO

We

OUR CUSTOMERS.

are

Discharge.

Bankrupt's

JOHN

reinsured

A^t,

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Κ C. DeWitt Λ Co., of Chicago, at
whose laboratory Kodol is prepared,
usures us that this remarkable dlgestant
and oorreotlve for the stomaoh conforms
Belshazzar observed tbe writing on the1
fully to all provisions of the National
Pure Food and Drag Law. The Kodol wall.
if
all
but
laboratory is a very large one,
"Looks like one of my wife's letters 1
the sufferers from indigestion and stomto mall," he cried in a panic.
forgot
of
virtues
the
know
could
troubles
aoh
Herewith Is shown the effect of a
Kodol It would be impossible for the guilty conscience.
manufacturers to keep up with the deSouth Paris, Maine.
mand. Kodol is sola here by F. A. PUBLIC SPEAKER INTERRUPTED.
Shurtleff Λ Co.
interPublic speakers are frequently
BONDS FOR SALE.
ooughing. This would
SU»—I have been reading an article rupted by people
not happen if Foley's Honey and Tar
Water Co. of Norway, Me.
Middle
Norway
of
the
Ages.
on the chivalry
were talcen, as it cures ooughs and colds
Stella—I think there is something in
Fonr per cent twentyFirst
Mortgage
and
and
consumpprevents pneumonía
the Idea; I have always found that the
in $100 and 1600 pieces.
tion. The genuine oontalns no opiates rear bonds
to
offer
more
were
apt
men
middle-aged
and la la a yellow package. F. A. Shnrt- Price 101.
me a seat la a street oar than the young
leff Λ Co.
Per Sato at Nerwejr Hatlaeal Beak.
J
fallow· war·.

Stove Wood and
Coal at

A. W. Walker &

Son's,

__

stated.
Witness the Hon. C
of the said Court, and the
land, la said District, on
A. D. 1906.
JAMBS
ÍL. ·.]
A true copy of petition a
Attest: JAME8

nuTiicr nv UiixK. u.
On this Ut lay of Dec., Λ. I), law;, on renin*
the foregoing petition, It 1·
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be tin·!
A. I).
upon the Mine on the 2Wt day of Dei'.,
ial<l DUl'JOfi, before ssld Court at Portland, In
notrtct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; anil that
tice thereof be published In the Oxford Demoand
crat, a newspaper printed In said District,
In
that all known cedltors, ami other |»er»on·
Interest, may ap|iear at the said time ami plat e,
ami show ciuee, If any they have, why the
not be grant* I.
prater of said pit t'oner should
Ami It la further ordered by the Court, That
kuown credall
mall
to
shall
«end
Clerk
the
by
a>l
itor* coplea of «aid petition and thla onler,
at
dressed to thein nt their place* of residence
•ta ted.
Witness the ΙΙυ». Clabknck Hai.e, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 1st day of Dec
Λ. D. 1IWI.
JAMBS K. IIEWEY, Clerk.
\L. β.J
A true copy of petition and onler thereon.
Attest; J lMES E. IIEWEY, Clerk.

notice.

In the District Court of the United .States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

)
In Bankruptcy.
PETE ΑΥΟΤΤΕ,
of Rumford, Bankrupt.)

In the matter of

j

the
In
To the creditors of Pete A volte.
aforesaid
County of Oxford nnd districton the 24th
of
that
day
Notice Is hereby given
Ayotte
November, Α. I). 190β, the said I'ete
that the flrst
and
bankrupt,
was duly niljudlcatnl
at the office
meeting of his creditors will be held
.South
of the Referee. No. 8 Market Square,
D. 1at
A.
Parts, on the 12th day of Dec.,
the
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
and
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Parla, Nov. 2β, 1906.

WALTER L.URAY,

Referee in Bankruptcy-

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby give* notice that he
the
has been duly appointed administrator of
FRANCES B. HODUDON, late of Kumford.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
AU peraons having
bonds a* the law directademands against the estate of said dtcea^ed
tor settlement,
same
the
are desire·! to present
make
and all indebted thereto are requested t>>
payment Immediately.
Nov. JOth, 1WS.

ABNER BAILEY,
Lancaster, Ν. II.

For Sale in South Paris.
The home tod land belonging to the
eatate of the late Μ re. Sarah W..Hewett,
situated in the center of the village, ba·
two apartment* of «even and eight rooma
with
attic, ¿o., and ia in

aheda, large
Hale, Judge
The grounda are
thereof, at Port· excellent condition.
1st day of Dec., extensive, containing additional houae

kce

lota.

^EWEY, Clerk,
rder thereon.
IEWET, Clerk.

W. T. HEWETT.
JAMES S. WHIG LIT, Agent, S. Paria.

MOTICB.

The subscriber hereby glv«
has bees duly appelated eze
will »nd testament of
OLIVE TRUMBULL, late
In the County of Oxford, deoe
having demands against the
oeaMdare desired to present I
■eat, aad all ladeteed thereto are

that be

|

of the last ι

imark,

Steam

Engine

and Boiler

For Sale Cheap.

Second hand, six

horse

power

engine and eight horse power boiler.
Call and see them at A. C. Jones'
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.

